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Izabela BOSTAN 
 

Fred Astaire – Divine Perfection 
 

Abstract: Fred Astaire had such ease, grace, brilliance, emanating in his dance both the strength and the delicateness 
of pure talent, that he remains a landmark in the history of dance and musical cinema, unrivalled, no matter who came 
after him. This article is a review of his entire career, one of the greatest dancers and choreographers of all time, an 
innovator in cinematography, the ultimate symbol of the American musical film.  
Keywords: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, American musical film, film coreography, Hermes Pan, divine perfection, 
innovation.  
 
 
Beatrice-Veronica VOLBEA 
Practice and Experiment as an Actor-Dancer – Quick Imagination  
 

Abstract: At the beginning of any creative stage process there might be various blocks and not only physical ones; 
most of them have to do with our attitude towards our own body. In my experience as actor and dancer, I have come to 
realize that every artist is special, has a unique psychological profile. Even if he/ she puts the rational element first or, 
on the contrary, values the emotional coordinate, it is certain that sense, affect and reason act in a syncretic manner in 
the creative process. In conclusion, every artist imprints a particular rhythm and nuance to his movements that can 
serve for definition and identification. There is another dimension to the body on stage that occurs when the dancer 
himself has a charisma and radiance that impresses and draws, beyond the message and the movements. 
Keywords: Bodily expression, physicality, body, actor, choreography, dance–theatre, dance, non- verbal 
communication, theatre technique, gesturality, exploration, performance. 
 
 
Adrian STRÂMTU 
Towards a Tap Dance Philosophy 
 

Abstract: Tap dance philosophy is a discipline that integrates reflections on the different aspects of tap dancing, 
analyzed in integrative, systemic, implicit or explicit vision. Tap dance philosophy can be considered and analyzed as 
a whole/system, but also sequentially, for each motric and artistic action involved. In this study, three tap dance styles 
are analyzed, all which are interdependent and form a unified total: tap dance as an artistic system, tap dance as a 
symbolic system, tap dance as a semiotic system. Also, there are presented some analytical perspectives that can be 
used in tap dance. In tap dance, the emphasis on philosophical reflection favors dialogue, confrontation of ideas, 
critical analyzes, prospective and proactive analyzes, the formation of a coherent logical and functional philosophical 
system. 
Keywords: tap dance, tap dance philosophy, tap dance hypostasis, analytical perspectives in tap dance. 
 
 
Ioana VISALON 
Mastering Literary (neutral) Pronunciation by Bessarabian Students 
 

Abstract: The process of acquiring the literary pronunciation by students from the Republic of Moldova requires an 
interdisciplinary approach, which combines the knowledge in fields such as dialectology, phonetics and speech therapy. 
The solution for the „Bessarabian accent” problem is based on both a serious documentation work and a teaching 
practice of almost 20 years, a solution materialized in an efficient and individualized working method, a method 
presented for the first time in this article. 
Keywords: speech, subdialects, Bessarabian students, multilingualism, regional pronunciation, accent softening. 
 
 
Viorica VATAMANU 
Communication - Communion - Word 
 

Abstract: The force of the word is inexhaustible. It is used by the parent to comfort or admonish the child, the same 
way we receive comfort or reprove directly from God. The breath that the spoken sound holds is directly related to the 
clarity of being aware of God. We use words to connect with each other. Even when we use the power of the word to 
destroy, to discredit, to give verdicts, to deny, we do so through a bond with one another. No one can command, 



demand or give to anyone unless he is directly and deeply connected to that person. Without word, we could not exist 
in the great existential net, without the connections that the word makes we would not be indestructibly linked to each 
other. 
Keywords: word, communication, communion, speech for stage. 
 
 
Aurelian CIOCAN 
Public Space Discourse Analysis 
 

Abstract: People speaking in public should master the art of speech and be a role model for their listeners. The 
responsibility is even greater when there are children among those who follow them, for whom they can become role 
models. A person who has media exposure must be aware of this and assume that he or she can become a trainer for the 
future generations and the way they express themselves should be an example. 
Keywords: Romanian language, grammar mistakes, speech defects, wrong pronunciation, role models, public figures. 
 
 
Laura-Alexandra VOICU 
From Written Word to Spoken Word 
 

Abstract: This is a brief presentation of the process completed in Stage Speech classes, in the second year, first 
semester, with the students studying Performing Arts (Acting). This article discusses the steps from the written text 
to a spoken text (in this case Shakespeare`s Sonnets), mentioning the enormous importance that the text analysis has 
in the process of speaking properly on stage. This way of studying the text is not the only one, of course, but it is a 
valid way of approaching the text in a professional manner. This presentation is expected to be further developed in a 
later publication.  
Keywords: actor, speech, voice, text, word, analysis, logic, process, partner. 
 
 
Cristian STĂNOIU 
Frame and Setting - the tools of the scenographic exhibition 
 

Abstract: Since 1967 the Prague Quadrennial is framing performance design through its scenographic pavilions, 
large hall exhibitions, performances and urban interventions. This approach to theatre through the dramaturgy of 
space creates an opportunity for professionals, students and audiences to experience the making of contemporary 
theatre culture. During the last fifty years, displaying theatre at the Prague Quadrennial defined a new path in the 
life of a performance, generating further knowledge and attitudes. Just like a painting needs a frame that enhances its 
presence in the exhibition space, theatre is searching for a way to channel its quests and achievements towards 
different contemporary contexts of reception. Exhibiting theatre is thus a process that cannot avoid the understanding 
of the art frame as a mean of communication. Painters like Peale, Whistler, Van Gogh and Degas to Hockney, 
Hodgkin and Rothko have designed frames for their own works in an attempt to better relate the medium of their art to 
the viewer’s environment, engaging the latter in a focused state of appreciation. But what defines a frame and what 
makes it so necessary? This makes the subject of this article. 
Keywords: frame, display, authorship, theatre exhibition, Prague Quadrennial. 
 
 
Cristina PETEU 
The Influences of Scenography in Museum Exhibitions 
 

Abstract: The museum presents itself as a series of stories, a chain of universal scenes that transcend linguistic 
boundaries. The exhibition is strictly related to the perception of space, and the term space is most often used from the 
perspective of the architectural definition. But from a philosophical point of view, space is related to experience. This 
understanding of space is perceived only through human direction and sensory interpretation. And scenography plays 
a decisive role in the way we read these stories. 
Keywords: scenography, space, museum, exhibit, interaction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dominic DEMBINSKI 
The Specificity of the Creativity of the Director-Actor (Part II) 
 

Abstract: The (TV) Theatre and the Sacred is the main subject of my PhD thesis, a theme through which I will now 
look at the creative possibility of the three main elements: Actor - Director - Audience, the dimensions through which, 
following the sacramental thematization of the new televison theatre, these can forgive, save. I have often spoken of the 
possible salvation of the media as well as of those who produce or receive such messages. It’s not just a mystical 
pedantry. This is my faith backed by centuries of religious writing - and not only - through which art is an 
opportunity for salvation. The famous „Parable of the Talents” from the New Testament shines a light from Ancient 
times on my conviction. 
Keywords: televison theatre, Sacred, actor, director, audience. 
 
 
Dan Ștefan PÂRLOG 
Transhumanism sand Cinema - Indications of Future Worlds on the Present 
 

Abstract: Transhumanism is an intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the possibility and desirability of a 
radical improvement of the human condition by overcoming the process of aging, by augmenting the intellectual, 
psychological and physiological human capacities with the advancement of techno science. Thus, there is an extremely 
thin and subtle boundary between transhumanism and utopian thinking, between the exacerbated fideism in matter 
and the objective reality of the evolution of the human species, between a persuasive biotech marketing scheme and a 
self-fulfilling prophecy - these multiple points of access in the subject of transhumanism are causing theoretical and 
practical difficulties, in continuous dynamics, concerning the future of technological development. To clarify this 
context, we propose to use transhumanist films as cognitive research material, in order to identify some recurrent 
human biases of the present that could lead to biotech catastrophic errors in the future. Cinema, as a way of seeing the 
world, is an environment that owns specific methods, by which it allows the current experimentation of the future to 
produce fantasies of different possibilities. Considering the film representations of transhumanism, we’ll explore the 
central question of the proposed research – are we humans actually augmenting ourselves, or is technology augmented 
by humanity? The answer to this question, a partial agreement about the symbiotic human-technology relationship, is 
necessary in order to ensure the biological freedom of our next generations. 
Keywords: posthumanism, transhumanism, technology, cinema, utopia, evolution. 
 
 
Alexandru BALTĂ 
Introduction to Gaming – Red Dead Redemption 2 
 

Abstract: An aesthetic case study on one of the most ambitious video games ever, with a map that spans over 64 km 
that feels like a playable „Westworld” where the gamer explores whilst he acts like a member of the „Van der Linde” 
Gang. Rockstar designers have made some of the most memorable games (story driven gameplay) using the harsh 
reality of 1899 as canvas where outlaws were always on the run just 
like in „Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid”. Using concepts like game, play, mimesis, catharsis, immediacy, 
hypermediacy and cinematography and open world, I will analyze important aspects of immersion and why, in my 
opinion, the Rockstars really nailed it when it comes to Game Design. 
Keywords: game, play, mimesis, catharsis, immediacy, hypermediacy, cinematography, open world. 
 
 
Iolanda COVACI 
Psychodrama for Institutionalized Children 
 

Abstract: The issue of institutionalized children in Romania is still a very stringent one, despite efforts made by non-
profit organisations to create better life conditions for them. The number of volunteers working in orphanages or foster 
homes can not keep up with the growing number of abandoned children. Therefore, I believe a structured program is 
needed that can help both the children and the maternal assistants aquire more information on the psychological needs 
of institutionalized children and, as a practical way of approaching them, I choose psychodrama because it appeals to a 
natural born human trait: the need to play, to take on different roles. My hypothesis is that, by developing the 
creativity of both children and their supporting adults, the level of psychological health and functionality of these 
children will also grow substancially. The long-term effects are significant, also: better chances of employment, lower 
rates of delinquency, lower rates of suicide. By using theatre methods and psychology, we hope to help these children 
perform their everyday roles more successfully. 
Keywords: psychodrama, institutionalized children, play, role, creativity. 



Laura LĂZĂRESCU-THOIS 
Innovation in Teaching Methods - An Ongoing Concern 
 

Abstract: This article presents some of the recent methods introduced to sound courses where I am a teacher. The 
methods are based on technology (various applications) or learning styles (collaborative learning or reversal of 
student-teacher roles) and aim to revise the teaching concept, while also testing their effectiveness in terms of 
information assimilation among students. 
Keywords: gamification, education, innovation, teamwork. 
 
 
Ștefan LUPU 
The Neodimensional Actor 
 

Abstract: Neodimensional is a new concept that helps the actor improve his on stage results; it consists in a blending 
of three big techniques: Contemporary Dance, Commedia dell’Arte and Psychological Realism. My experience as 
actor, dancer, choreographer and director (in the field of theatre) combined with fundamental theories that I have read 
and experienced in my professional activity, helped me develop this intention of mine of professional growth in the 
Actor’s Art. 
Keywords: concept, actor, technique, Commedia dell’Arte, movement, Psychological Realism. 
 
 
Alex VLAD 
Arch Over Time - The History of the Actor's Art (Part II) 
 

Abstract: Not much is known about the history of the evolution of acting. Sure, we have some clues: it all started in 
Ancient Greece and it became one of the most loved forms of art. But still, what we know a lot more about is the 
history of theatre – which is something completely different. The development of the art of acting over the past few 
thousand years is nothing more but a merry-go-round; a continuous moving strip with ups and downs. Acting 
underwent dramatic changes and not only that, but what we see today happening on a theatre stage, was not 
acceptable, was not possible, was not even considered acting 200 years ago. Buckle up. This is how actors used to 
work. 
Keywords: acting, actor, character, evolution, history. 
 
 
Andrei VIZITIU 
Approaching the First Steps in the Actor's Art - Pedagogical techniques dedicated to the homogenization of 
the group 
 

Abstract: The group homogenization techniques, the pedagogical approaches adapted to the new environment are 
important foundations for the evolution of the student’s personality as a future actor. Modern students, young 
individuals of the digital age, need a different kind of teacher-student relation. The article presents the evolution of the 
first steps in the actor’s art, a novelty in the education in Pites ̧ti. The pedagogy of encouragement, of respect for the 
work partner, of cooperation is the key for a close student-teacher, student-student collaboration. 
Keywords: acting, theatre pedagogy, evolution, student, digitalization, Viola Spolin, collaboration, group 
homogenization. 
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Mihaela BEŢIU  
Source Principles for Pre-university Theatre Education 
 

Abstract: Theatre pre-university education must be guided by the concepts, means and methods used according to the 
authentic method of the Actor's Art, centered on the principle established by professor Ion Cojar - The Actor's Art is a 
way of thought, only then after it becomes a way of doing. The theatre pedagogue must be freed from preconceptions, 
prejudices, fixed ideas, „aesthetic" concepts. He is not a director, he works with a raw material of extraordinary 
freshness - the mind, the soul and the body of the children-actors in a continuous development-transformation. 
Basically, the theatre pedagogue has to relate, alive, constantly, here and now, to the living subjects in front of him 
and to the work material they offer. He has at hand the principles of the Actor's Art stated by the great theorists and 
practitioners of the theatrical art. The principle of authenticity should be compulsory from the simplest approach of the 
pupil and the working material to the most complex one - the theatre performance. The student must always remain 
himself without asking false questions such as: How is the character? Or how does the character feel? The pupil must 
be taught from the first theatre workshop that the „character" does not exist, but is just a literary construction, and 
that we will see together „not how" but „who" he is and „what" he does. Theatre techniques must use authentic 
methods and aim for authentic results. Situation and the genuine relationship with the partner are the other two 
landmark methods for any game, improvisation exercise or theatre exercise that is attempted during the Actor's Art 
workshop. The article ends with a list of the skills practiced and developed with the help of theatre techniques. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre highschools, theatre clubs, theatre companies, theatrical pedagogy, 
acting method, authenticity, uniqueness, originality, child's personality, unity in diversity, teaching through theatre 
techniques, theatre games, abilities development. 
 
 
Bogdana DARIE  
The Art of Theatre in Pre-university Education. Techniques and methods applied according to the basic 
didactic principles 
 

Abstract: The process of teaching-learning of drama in the pre-academic educational system needs to be done 
following the main didactic principles, as, it should not be forgotten the fact that in school, the class that it is called 
generical Theatre or Drama does not form actors, but creative people. Using specific drama methods and techniques 
the teenagers' skills con be discovered and intensified in order to create artistic and nonetheless human competences. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre highschools, theatrical pedagogy, acting method, authenticity, 
uniqueness, originality, teaching through theatre techniques, evolution, creativity, artistic skills, teenagers. 
 
 
Mariana GHIŢULESCU  
The Need for a Unitary and Coherent Route in Teaching Actor's Art at Pre-university Level  
 

Abstract: The problems of the world we live in - the crisis of the environment, globalization, poverty, unemployment, 
social failure, equality of chances, human rights, democracy and so on, have become problems of the educational 
sciences, which have integrated them in what is called the „new education”. „New educations”, such as 
environmental education, participation and democracy, equal opportunities, development - these are just a few more 
meaningful ones - is proof of the ongoing concern of society and educational systems to overcome the problems of the 
contemporary world, the curriculum being adapted on flexible socio-professional profiles, so as to provide the 
opportunity for an education appropriate to the needs and different personalities of the young generation, while 
maintaining the balance between the two categories of disciplines, general and specialized culture. The teacher is in a 
position to learn permanently, to reform his work strategies, educational methods and objectives, in order to be able to 
give the trained ones an education in line with the realities of the world today, to have a change-oriented attitude in 
order to form the capacity of young individuals to adapt to a constantly changing competitive environment. The 
educational and pedagogical importance of theatre within school is recognized and proved long ago in other countries 
and in recent years in our country as well. About 20 years have passed since the Actor's Art specialization was 
introduced in the pre-university education system in vocational high schools. The meeting with students and 
specialists at the National Acting Olympiad held in Bucharest between April 22-25, 2019, confirmed to me that the 
actors in the world of education are facing a major problem: restoration of the objectives, redesigning of programs, 
definition of the most appropriate ”teaching and learning” methods in order to prepare students fur the world of 
tomorrow - artists, scientists, or business leaders. 



Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre high schools, theatrical pedagogy, main objectives, emotional 
development, preparation for life, authenticity, abilities development, teacher's upgrade, unity in diversity. 
 
 
Iulia URSA  
Adapting the Teaching Process to the Creative Universe of the Student  
 

Abstract: This article aims to present a theoretical transposition of the practical steps undertaken in order to prepare 
students to participate at the National Acting Olympiad. The subject is the specific problem of the objectives of the 
highschools drama education when preparing a performance. Theater pedagogy is an area explored with effervescence 
in the context of repositioning of the education philosophy regarding the efficiency of alternative pedagogies in order to 
improve and appropriate the didactic act from the individual's perspective to actively integrate into a society of speed 
in which a well-defined educational ideal or purpose can no longer be announced. In our practical approach we have 
exploited the theatrical education from heterogeneous perspectives related to learning, personal development and 
professional specialization.  
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, drama education, theatre highschools, theatrical pedagogy, acting method, 
performance, authenticity, child's personality, personal development, acting specialization. 
 
 
Daniela-Lăcrămioara NISTOR  
Pre-university Theatre Education - The need to re-evaluate objectives 
 

Abstract: The goals of dramatic art must be rethought in the current context of education, which leads to a fierce 
struggle with the lack of authentic values. Therefore, in order to reform the pre-university education a close 
collaboration with the university environment is required. The introduction of theatre techniques into education 
makes it possible to move towards an active teaching process stimulated by the game in accordance with the needs of 
the younger generation.  
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, highschool theater classes, undergraduate theatre education/higher theatre 
education, theatre games, personal development, teaching through theatre techniques. 
 
 
Marius GÎLEA  
Why did I want to Become an Actor? Theatre landmarks and paradoxes for students and teachers  
 

Abstract: We all dreamed, at least once in our life, to become actors. All of us or almost all of us. Acting is a miracle. 
Or at least it should be. It is not an easy task, but, whith patience and understanding, with a correct look at the art of 
the actor, on its teaching pedagogy, we can make this miracle happen. In the words of Professor Florin Zamfirescu: 
„Acting or magic?” Let's hope for both. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre highschools, theatrical pedagogy, acting method, authenticity, 
uniqueness, child's personality, theatre paradoxes. 
 
 
Laura BILIC  
The Romanian Theatre Landscape - Work in progress  
 

Abstract: Theatre and dramaturgy have been and still are the mirror of society in a certain historical period, and 
society is the reflection of the history of that period. The various metamorphoses of Romanian history and society call 
for a re-evaluation of the objectives of dramatic art and, consequently, of the academic and pre-university theatre 
education in Romania. The time of the active art and of involved artists, with spirit of initiative, versatile, original and 
authentic, has arrived. In the many universities and pre-university theatre schools set up after the Revolution, 
masters are no longer formed, but the discovery or definition of the individuality, the creativity and personality of each 
artist is guided and supported. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre highschools, theatrical pedagogy, reevaluation, Romanian 
playwriting, authenticity, new plays. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Anca ILIESE  
Objectives Aiming at the Emotional and Social Level of Learning 
  

Abstract: It is important to prepare our students for the future, yet we do not know exactly what that future will 
bring. What we do know is that our brains and the way they work did not significantly change in millennia. IQ is 
very important but our schools focus almost exclusively on it while neglecting the EQ of the student, although 
emotional intelligence of the individual is a better predictor of his quality of life.  Taking all of this into account, we 
should capitalize on the learning opportunity acting workshop activities represent in this field, if chosen and 
conducted appropriately for that purpose. While few of the students that take pre academic acting classes pursue a 
career in acting, teachers that address that stage of learning must adapt and be of better service to the grown-ups their 
student will eventually become. Thus, high school acting classes should focus on the child’s emotional development 
just as much as they focus on the development of expressive skills or even more. At that age, social emotional learning 
is essential for the future actor as well as for the future chemist, teacher, policeman or lawyer. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre highschools, theatrical pedagogy, IQ versus EQ, main objectives, 
emotional development, preparation for life. 
 
 
Irina SCUTARIU 
The Reevaluation of Methods and Objectives for Highshod Theatre Classes. Improvisation, reading, stage 
speech  
 

Abstract: The scientific communication „The Reevaluation of Methods and Objectives for Highshod Theatre Classes” 
starts from the idea that this digital generation tends to consider lecture, reading itself, as less important for their 
development. The acting techniques on the other hand could help the entire educational system. Through this exercise 
of reading, young individuals will gain a better personal - emotional, psychological, professional orientation; they will 
be better prepared for life. Improvisation, theatre exercises, the study of a scene, the lecture of plays, the exercise of the 
reading parts of a novel out loud - all of these are methods offered by the technique of the art of the actor to the general 
education and must be the strengths of pre-university theatrical education. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, educational methods, theatrical pedagogy, theatre highschools, theater classes 
for highschool, teaching through theatre techniques, lecture, improvisation, acting, stage speech, personality 
development, EQ development. 
 
 
Nicoleta BRÂNZIA  
Spectator-Performance Relation and the Interest for theatre of High School Teenagers  
 

Abstract: The relationship between the spectator and the theatre performance is reciprocal, influencing each other. 
This relationship is part of a wider social, economic, cultural and political context, whose influence acts both on the 
spectator and on the theatre performance, the place where people confront each other, and is also the prelude to 
meditations on their existence. Young audiences have their own aspirations and motivations, expressed in a specific 
culture, and their reactions to a performance are sometimes different from those of other socio-professional categories. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre highschools, theatrical pedagogy, acting method, uniqueness, 
originality, teaching through theatre techniques, audience, teenagers. 
 
 
Rareş BUDILEANU  
Professional Training or Personal Development? 
 

Abstract: The goals of dramatic art must be rethought in the current context of education, which leads a fierce 
struggle with a lack of authentic values. Therefore, in order to reform the pre-university education a close 
collaboration ehith the university environment is necessary. The introduction of the theatre techniques into education 
makes way for an active teaching process, stimulated through game, in accordance with the needs of the younger 
generation. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, highschool theatre classes, education through theatre, teaching through 
theatre techniques, personal development, improvement of abilities, theatre games, teacher's update, teacher's 
upgrade. 
 



 
Barabasi TIVADAR  
The Universal Language of Theatre (bilingual article) 
 

Abstract: In this article I speak about my professional observations and the importance of acting in education, since 
hopefully theatre will become mandatory in the Romanian educational system. On the other hand I report upon my 
experience and occurring questions about the use of mother tongue at the National Acting Olympiad in Romania. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, theatre highschools, theatrical pedagogy, acting method, authenticity, child's 
personality, imagination, intuition, communication above language. 
 
 
Viorica RADU  
Creative Education through Theatre 
 

Abstract: Theatre education is one of the main objectives of pre-university actor's art education. This type of 
education, through theatre techniques, develops the individual on all levels, develops his cognitive, physical and, last 
but not least, his emotional skills. From this point of view, theatre improvisation, the study of the scenes, the 
involvement in various situations from texts chosen by a teacher or suggested by the curriculum, helps the young high 
school student to configure his own personality, to recognize emotions and express them, to communicate with others, 
helps self-esteem, reduces anxiety, an exaggerated sense of pity, the dependence on being liked by others, eliminates 
inhibitions, facilitates freedom of expression overall. Another result of participation to actor's art workshops is the 
improvement of diction, language, communication due to Stage Speech classes and scenes work. 
Keywords: National Acting Olympiad, highschool theater classes, education through theatre, personality 
development, EQ development, abilities improvement, creative education. 
 
 
Bianca TRIFAN and Andreea JICMAN  
Devising - Collaborative method for creating your own texts for teenagers 
 

Abstract: The aim of the following article is to describe how devising can be used as a modern educational method for 
creating collaborative dramatic texts. This method is student centred, putting the focus on the pupils' interests and 
needs, developing the collaboration skills, and allowing them to express themselves freely and creatively, without 
restraints from the teacher or the other peers. By applying this method, pupils become more self-aware and they 
practice co-acting, which consist in abilities that forge the participatory individual both needed for the artistic area, as 
well as for other fields. Therefore, the method can be successfully applied in order to achieve the objectives in the pre-
academic theatre education, such as: fostering creativity and triggering imagination, strengthening collaboration 
skills, developing critical thinking. 
Keywords: devising, improvisation, teamwork, creativity, imagination, creative writing, pre-academic theatre 
education objectives. 
 
 
Biatrice COZMOLICI  
Avant-garde Environmental Theatre. Performative influences in postdramatic animation theatre  
 

Abstract: Environmental Theater had a strong influence in the avant-garde artistic practice and, inherent, in the 
development of the performative form of Animation Theatre, especially from the perspective of its relationship with the 
audience and the „creative space“. We would like to mention, on the one hand, that although the „Site-specific” (a 
formula commonly used in specialised papers for the definition of Environmental Theater) and the great innovations 
in the field of Performing Arts have emerged in the USA, they will still be researched in this article, but in terms of 
their influences above the European artistic space. We will not deepen the trajectory of the phenomenon in American 
space for reasons related to different cultures, styles and historical periods. We will refer to USA only in the context of 
appearance of various new forms and only in the degree that they serve as an argument for the present research. 
Keywords: Animation Theater, Puppetry, Performance, Performative Animation Theater, Environmental Theater, 
Site-specific, postmodernism, postdramatic, Contemporary Theater, Performing Arts. 
 
 
 
 
 



Marina Diana HANGANU  
Tele-Encounters: the Dramaturgy of Telematic Theatre  
 

Abstract: „The Planet of Lost Dreams”, part of the „Tele-Encounters” Creative Europe project, is performed 
simultaneously in Romania (Buzău) and Spain (Murcia) by Romanian and Spanish actors, with audience in both 
spaces. It tells the story of a family separated by migration: the mother has gone to work in Spain, while her husband 
and little daughter have stayed in Buzău. The performance is telematic, as it was built on the online interaction of 
actors located thousands of miles apart, connected in real time via video-conferencing and Kinect-controlled digital 
animations. The article analyses the „levels of organization” of this telematic performance, borrowing Eugenio Barba’s 
terminology: the narrative dramaturgy, the dramaturgy of the space, the actor’s dramaturgy and the spectator’s 
dramaturgy, to which it adds „technology’s dramaturgy”. It also proposes an extension of the notion of telepresence in 
the context of telematic theatre and a re-examination of the dramaturgical role of technology in dramatic theatre. How 
do you build a telematic performance from ground zero, integrating technology to tell a coherent story? 
Keywords: telematic theatre, dramaturgy, telepresence, PaR, migration, Tele-Encounters, Eugenio Barba. 
 
 
Daniela MIHAI  
Electronic Mural  
 

Abstract: The social interaction and the development of the collective spaces have contributed to the evolution of the 
three-dimensional image by its integration into the contemporary urban space under different forms and with various 
utilities. The 3D image represented by video applications, such as urban screens, digital signage and media facades, 
redefines the space and architecture they interact with. By definition, video art in public space is becoming more and 
more important due to the links created between the image, projection patterns, architectural structures, and the users 
of urban context. 
Keywords: urban space, video art, media facades, mechanical facades, electronic media, video mapping, video editing, 
Brian Eno. 
 
 
Sarah-Daria MUSCALU  
Spatiality and Its Limits in Contemporary Artistic Practice  
 

Abstract: From the perspective of the spatiality of an artistic work, it is the one that creates space for „making a work 
of art out of the truth of existence”. Thus, the space of the work art becomes an originary space that proposes another 
world, another form of existence. As far as the contemporary philosophy of space is concerned, it is detached from 
Kantian thinking, but it keeps the idea of abstract geometry as a spatial model. In this new perspective, it is necessary 
to relate what is subjective with what is objective in order to delimitate perception and human experience in the 
geometric organization of space. 
Keywords: Space, cartographic imaginary, mapping, art, contemporary, cultural archive, time. 
 
 
Raluca OANCEA  
The Visual Space as an Affected Space 
 

Abstract: This paper presents an artistic research developed in 2018 starting from the Deleuzian concept of space-
whatever as a nonmathematical, emotional space. The space-whatever can be encountered in the modern 
cinematography of Antonioni be it the deserted, abstract space, the so called space of the void, or be it the emotional, 
noncartezian space, the so called space of the colour, in the films of Godard. The present research extended the use of 
the concept to the large sphere of contemporary visual art (performance, installation art, video art). Two groups of 
students (one from the National University of Arts, Bucharest the other a mix from the University of Bucharest and 
the National University of Theatre and Film „I.L. Caragiale”) were involved in the concrete construction of a series of 
such emotional spaces of fear, passion, joy or contemplation. 
Keywords: emotional space, space-whatever, visual art, cinematography, artistic research, Gilles Deleuze, aura, 
performance. 
 
 
 



Maria Elena PEICI  
Digital Scenography, Plastic Component of the Film, Television and Media set in the 21st Century  
 

Abstract: Contemporary scenography is in the process of reconfiguration, using technology as the main instrument 
of artistic creation. Means of the new visual artistic language are: movement, immersion, interaction, testing of 
perception. Digital worlds tend to unite arts in a single means of communication. Web culture is a new aesthetics and 
digital technology leads to the emergence of hybrid fusion in the performing arts. The main feature is the mix of real 
elements and virtual elements, and the dissipation of boundaries between them. Digital scenography is associated with 
digital imaging and the use of techniques 3D modeling, scenography from light, interactive screens, video mapping 
projection, animation techniques, virtual reality, augmented reality, virtual sets, or holographic illusions. 
Keywords: Digital scenography, 3D worlds, video mapping, holographic illusions, interactive screens, virtual sets, 
virtual reality, augmented reality. 
 
 
Alexandra POPA  
Contemporary Perception of the Social Impact of Art: An Analysis of Intellectual Origins  
 

Abstract: In the context of current debates on the social impact of art, the present paper offers a classification of the 
themes and concepts made throughout history on the effects of art on individuals and society. The timeframe analysed 
in this paper is generally aligned with Western civilization itself. The ideas presented were explored by using literary, 
philosophical and political texts from the sphere of Western civilization (mostly European), starting from Ancient 
Greece and continuing to the present day. The unique advantage of a historical approach is that it can offer a 
clarification on the diverse and complex nature of the distinctions made in the past around art and its effects. The 
proposed impact categories have been formulated through an inductive method and the texts were analysed to find 
recurring themes and concepts. The classification is based on identifying three main branches of philosophical theories 
on the social impact of art. 
Keywords: social impact of art, intellectual history, negative impact, positive impact. 
 
 
Cosmin POPESCU  
The Digital Expansion of the Development of Cultural Projects  
 

Abstract: This paper aims to present the premises of an alternative method of developing cultural projects by using 
digital document generation tools, but also by facilitating collaboration within a development team. The proposed 
platform aims to create a suite of web-accessible software applications to enhance the work of cultural managers 
through features related to internal and external communication and collaboration strategies to deliver valid, secure, 
accessible, scalable, and cross-platform available results. The software architecture is based on modern deployment 
technologies and involves the use of a realtime database as storage method that will ensure the transparency and 
accessibility of the software based on a wide range of permissions. The finality of such a platform consists in 
streamlining workload and accelerating the implementation of a cultural project, regardless of its size, purpose or role, 
giving designers the job security and quick accessibility of the project status. An important aspect of the platform is to 
propose relevant suggestions to the industry covered by the initialized cultural project using a series of algorithms 
that are capable of returning instances relevant to the implementation process. Primary concepts related to the 
structure of a project can be assimilated and reused within the platform. 
Keywords: cultural projects, web apps, communication, collaboration, management strategies. 
 
 
Răzvan POTÎNG  
4 epochs, 4 cinemas. A comparative analysis of 4 cinemas in Cluj-Napoca 
 

Abstract: The history of the four examples will be briefly presented, highlighting the most important moments from 
opening to the present. Their current situation will be analyzed by highlighting the way they function and are being 
managed, the networks they are part of, the problems they are facing and their degree of adaptation to the 
requirements of the current public. The comparative analyzes will be made from a variety of points of view: 
architectural, urbanistic, social, operational, and cost-effective. These comparisons will also be based on a series of 
analysis sheets done by the author in the last two years of study at various screenings and events hosted by the four 
cinemas. 



Keywords: cinema, architecture, Cluj-Napoca, Arta, Victoria, Republica, Florin Piersic, Cinema City, Iulius Mall. 
 
 
Gabriela ROBECI  
Mediation of Museum Art Exhibitions through Information Technology  
 

Abstract: The article illustrates the way in which it is necessary to use technology in exhibitions from art museums. I 
shall analyze the means through which the institution, respectively the public is mediating the artistic act through 
digitalization, virtual medium and social media. When the public is emotionally involved and is distributing 
information regarding the works of art in the online medium, the showcase of the cultural object is done efficiently and 
rapidly, but out of the museum’s control. In order to reach this goal, I shall be taking three exponential parts into 
consideration. Firstly, I shall present the types of art museum collections existing internationally and nationally, 
which already are using technology in their curatorial style. The preliminary conclusion shall investigate whether this 
approach was able to bring an improvement to the museum experience or to the level of participation. In the second 
argument I shall focus on the impact that the new manner of museum exhibition has towards fulfilling its basic 
functions, stipulated in the legislative act that institutionally authorizes it. The art museums that already make use of 
technological ways of distributing information shall be taken into consideration. The preliminary conclusion shall 
encase a hypothesis regarding the long-term advantages existing for the art museums that are going to utilize 
information technology in the future. Lastly, I shall argument the necessity of this approach in the visual art’s 
museum exhibition, for maintaining the institution at contemporary expectation standards. Finally, I shall conclude 
with deciding upon the attractiveness criteria that a museum acquires when using new media of broadcasting 
information. 
Keywords: digitalization, virtual reality, augmented reality, social media. 
 
 
Daniela SĂLĂJAN  
The Importance of Technology in the Research, Conservation and Restoration of Nicolae Grigorescu's 
Paintings from the Collection of the Iaşi Art Museum  
 

Abstract: Scientific research of art works in general, using modern techniques, is essential for the propper unfolding 
of the conservation and restoration processes. Technique makes available a series of methods, which help us expand our 
field of perception and, in particular, the potency of our eyes. Internal and external ailments of the art work, the 
irreversible process of aging and subsequent intervention and its implications are analized, and the complex 
documentary material has the purpose of firstly determining the practical measures for stopping the degradation 
processes, and then restoring the image as close to the original as possible, or to put it more briefly, setting a safe 
diagnosis conditions a correct treatment. Also, results of the investigation can contribute to the dating of an object 
and the verification of its authenticity. 
Keywords: Nicolae Grigorescu, conservation, restoration, paintings, art, scientific researh, National Patrimony. 
 
 
Ildiko SIMO, Szilard SZEKELY, Adriana BENEDEK  
Open Educational Resources in Different Educational Forms  
 

Abstract: The term open educational resource (OER) was first used in 2002 by the UNESCO. According to Butcher 
(2011), these resources are in an open way available without the need to pay license or copyright. Research Goals: 
Determining OER use in the context of formal, non-formal and informal learning, as well as knowing if there is a 
relationship between them and the occupational category of teacher or student. Measurement is done by applying the 
method of research by sampling, on a sample of n = 777, in the Technological High schools in Harghita county. As an 
instrument we use a questionnaire with 15 questions structured in three chapters: Knowledge of OER; Using OER; 
Needs/opinions about OER. This analysis is summed up in presenting the use of OER in various educational forms. 
In trying to describe connections between nominal variables we call on their presentation in the form of contingency 
tables and mosaic diagrams. Inferential statistics is made by comparing the frequency data using the Chi-square test. 
According to our hypothesis, differences between frequencies observed and expected in the case of the occupational 
form in terms of „the way of use of OER in different educational environments” are significant. Hs6: pp≠pe is accepted, 
teachers tend to use OER in every form of education more frequently than the students. 



Keywords: open educational resources (OER), student/generation Z, educational forms: formal, non-formal, 
informal. 
 
 
Armine VOSGANIAN  
Into myPlanet. Ritual and Technology  
 

Abstract: „Into myPlanet” is a multimedia conceptual performance created by the Romanian Association of Women 
in Art, Inter-Art ansamble and Augmented Space Agency in partnership with Cinetic and it embodies virtual 
scenography, dance, film and electronic music. As a whole, this complex opus by composer Mihaela Vosganian is 
inspired by Kabbalistic Annual Planetary Cycle, Hindu and Hellenistic phylosophies, and mythologies combined with 
real frequencies of planets and stars recorded by NASA. 
„Into myPlanet” has evolved on stage as multimedia show, during the contemporary music festival Meridian 2017 in 
Bucharest, Romania, as well as experimental film proposed by the Romanian Cultural Institute to be projected in the 
Planetarium of Beograd, Serbia. This ongoing development may result in different products such as multimedia 
theatre dance show, experimental film series, planetarium show and VR content 
Keywords: Planet, Solar System, Greek mythology, Vishnu, Hermes, Unity Gaming Engine, dance, Kabbalah, 
Mihaela Vosganian, electronic music. 
 
 
Oana ZAHARIA  
Virtual Reality and Visual Art 
 

Abstract: With new technology on the horizon, the contemporary art world is undergoing a rapid redefinition. The 
collision between art and technology gives birth to the Virtual Reality, a new universe, another type of humanity, 
artificial but shamanic. The „old” world is not rejected, but distorted and reinvented in a new revolutionary digital 
register. This simulation is so real that it is capable to manipulate our senses in order to determine us thinking we are 
in a place as real as our life. Thus, Virtual Reality is an ambivalent and antagonistic universe because it seems 
artificial and real in the same time. This immersive reality creates a second world and a second life through 
regeneration of real world but it is a form of temporary existance, an electronic improvisation, a digital carnival. In 
the world of immersive reality, the virtual individuals can rebuild theirs indentities, „have the right to be somebody 
else in this world.” The Virtual Reality, the immersive imagistic of our historic becoming, is the „carnivalization” of 
the world, a digital parodic travesty, an augmented „carnival in carnival”, where spectral individuals with an 
abstract identity are metamorphosed in digital atoms. 
Keywords: Virtual Reality, technological art, spectral individuals, abstract identity, technological aesthetics, 
augmented „carnival in carnival”, immersive imagistic, digital atoms. 
 
 
Ovidiu GEORGESCU  
From Realism to Magical Realism - A Film Journey 
 

Abstract: 1995 is the year of the release of the DOGMA 95 Manifesto and the THE VOW OF CHASTITY. This is 
represented by ten rules that shook the film world. The method and spirit of DOGMA are achieved when the director 
subjects himself to these rules. DOGMA made its mark on the Danish cinema and the international film world as 
well, by focusing the directors to be spontaneous. 

In July 2001 I have written the CONCESSION Manifesto. The 13 rules of the CONCESSION Manifesto 
have resulted from obstacles that I have assumed and not from their enforcement. The CONCESIA Manifesto is not 
an unworthy copy of the THE VOW OF CHASTITY but the result of a Romanian experience in the making of my 
first long feature film, WATCH IT! (3 PĂZEȘTE), a totally independent project. 

The PROMISSUM Cultural Manifesto was published in 2013. This Manifesto aims at discovering new links 
in the Romanian culture chain that can carry on the huge cultural heritage of this nation. Therefore, supporting this 
manifesto, a project was created – the independent feature film THE LAST INCUBUS (ULTIMUL ZBURĂTOR), a 
film whose story reflects all the main points of the manifesto. 
Keywords:	manifest, The Concession, Watch It!, Promissum, The Last Incubus. 
 



Izabela BOSTAN  
Chicago (2002) by Rob Marshall and Bob Fosse - The film of a century of American musical  
 

Abstract: „Chicago" (2002) directed by Rob Marshall and choreographed by Bob Fosse and Rob Marshall will remain 
in the collective memory as a prime example of musical filmmaking in each of its departments, considered to be a near 
perfect film by both specialists in the field and the general public. Starting with dramaturgy, music, choreography, 
scenography, costumes, makeup, actors, Rob Marshall's directing unites all departments in a whole worthy of all 
admiration, as it reaches one of the highest peaks of expressivity in this area. We do not know, for example, whether 
Rob Marshall's sequence with the inmates of Cook Prison could have been further perfected in its entirety. We do not 
know whether there is a better thought-out and more focused sequence than the one in which the lawyer (Richard 
Gere) puppeteers the entire meeting with the reporters, including his client and the public opinion in Chicago. The 
choreography, created by Bob Fosse, taken and adapted for film by Rob Marshall, was inspired from classical and 
neoclassical dance, moving through modern dance, jazz, cabaret, towards variete and to the expressive stage 
movement characteristic of each character. We cannot say that the choreographer followed a specific dance code. It 
would be too little... But what we can say, without mistake, is that he built his awn, unique code, tailored for this 
theme, this world, these characters. Any exceptional choreographer adapts his own style to the extremely important 
variables of each story, to its unique world, to its characters in question. And Rob Marshall belongs to that category of 
choreographers-directors that know how to approach a choreography of great complexity. 
Keywords: Chicago 2002, american musical, crime comedy-drama film, Jazz age musical, Miramax Film, Rob 
Marshall, Bob Fosse, Catherine-Zeta Jones, Renee Zellweger, Richard Gere, Queen Latifah. 
 
 
Simona ŞOMĂCESCU  
Choreography for the Camera (Part II) 
 

Abstract: The study entitled „Choreography for the Camera”, on the history of dance in the experimental film, was 
undertaken as an initiative to identify and develop projects that the Film Faculty and the Theatre Faculty, respectively 
the Department of Choreography, of the „I.L. Caragiale” National University of Theatre and Film could do together. 
A salutary dialogue, dare I say, if we take into account that both arts directly share the visual characteristic of their 
representation. This initiative arises as the 21st century announces itself, from its debut, thanks to the amazing 
technological development in multimedia, to be one dominated by image and sound. In this sense, a retrospective look 
at the development of the relationship between dance and film is imperative, not an easy endeavour, but one full of 
revelation. The purpose of this study, through its theoretical basis, is to support the development of original projects 
made by the students of the two faculties. 
Keywords: dance, film, image, sound, collaboration, multimedia, initiative. 
 
 
Victor Ivan ESPIRITU SANTO  
The Spiritual Actor in Alejandro Jodorovski's Theatre  
 

Abstract: As an actor, I have always been interested in different forms and techniques of interpretation. The study of 
Alejandro Jodorowski's method seems to me important because his theoretical work has not yet been translated into 
Romanian. Even less are known the experiments on which his concept is based, because they were made in Latin 
America and, most importantly, in Mexico. 
Keywords: Alejandro Jodoroswki, Konstantin Stanislaski, Teatro Pánico, 
 
 
Dominic DEMBINSKI 
The Specificity of the Creativity of the Director-Actor (Part I)  
 

Abstract: The (TV) Theatre and the Sacred is the main subject of my PhD thesis, a theme through which I will now 
took at the creative possibility of the three main elements: Actor - Director - Audience, the dimensions through which, 
following the sacramental thematization of the new televison theatre, these can forgive, save. I have often spoken of the 
possible salvation of the media as well as of those who produce or receive such messages. It's not just a mystical 
pedantry. This is my faith backed by centuries of religious writing - and not only - through which art is an 
opportunity far salvation. The famous Parable of the Talents from the New Testament shines a light from Ancient 
times on my conviction. 
Keywords: teleoison theatre, Sacred, actor, director, audience. 
 



Alex VLAD  
Arch over Time - The History of the Actor's Art (Part I) 
 

Abstract: Not much is known about the history of the evolution of acting. Sure, we have a clue: it all started in 
Ancient Greece and it become one of the most loved forms of art. But still, what we know a lot more about is the 
history of theatre – which is something completely different. The development of the art of acting over the past few 
thousand years is nothing more but a merry-go-round; a continuous moving strip with ups and downs. Acting 
underwent dramatic changes and not only that, but what we see today happening on a theatre stage, was not 
acceptable, was not possible, was not even considered acting 200 years ago. Buckle up. This is how actors used to 
work. 
Keywords: acting, actor, character, evolution, history. 
 
 
Ruxandra IONESCU  
Between Internal Logic and Ambiguity in the Act of Communication - An analysis of the student's 
language from The Lesson by Eugen Ionescu  
 

Abstract: „The Lesson“ belongs to the first part of Eugen Ionescu’s creation, in which the main source of inspiration, 
the primary theme, is language. Gelu Ionescu argues: „Together, all these plays communicate to us, as we have 
mentioned, incomunicability. The inefficiency, the «tragedy» of language can only be demonstrated in the full and 
abundant presence of language - and that is why the text of these plays is «tyrannical»; it invades the scene, 
subjecting any other stage means, turning the characters into his toys.“ We recognize the importance of language 
analysis, the endeavour to give it an internal logic from which the characters' meanings will then flow. 
Keywords: Eugen Ionescu, theatre of the absurd, language. 
 
 
Gheorghe ANTONESCU  
The Theatricality of Mihail Sebastian's Prose  
 

Abstract: At a first glance, any reader, more or less well-informed, may find correspondence between prose and 
Mihail Sebastian's theatre. There are characters that are transported directly from the novel universe to the theatre 
one, some of them preserving even their name from the first writing they were mentioned in (this is thecase for Ștefan	
Valeriu from Women and Game of the Iele, or the mysterious Grig, rebuilt only from the memories of Nora, in the 
novel The Accident, to later make his stage entry into The Star Without a Name). 
Keywords: Mihail Sebastian, theatricality, prose, panlirism. 
 
 
Otilia HUZUM  
Image, Theatre, Tradition 
 

Abstract: Theatre is an image and tradition because we have a past that we relate to in order to build a future. The 
image of the theatre is primordial due to the background, the costumes and the presence of the performer; in which a 
world is emerging and it presents a universe, most often loaded with symbols. Until recognizing the importance of the 
image there were pro and cons interpretations or categorical mentalities; but with the evolution of the human finite, it 
was possible to deepen the sensory zone by discovering the creative world through imaginary imagery. 
Keywords: image, man, theatre, sensorial, reason, actor, symbol, artistic. 
 
 
Ştefan NIŢU  
Personal Development Through Theatre Techniques and Methods 
 

Abstract: Generally speaking, personal development gathers under its umbrella all the activities designed to bring 
wellbeing, balance, self-discovery to an individual, of its own physical and psychological resources, vulnerabilities, 
and an increase in self-control. Thus, sports activities, exercise of artistic talents and practical skills, dancing, 
enrichment of cultural knowledge by viewing movies or theatre plays, enrichment of literary knowledge, or general 
culture are pari of an individual's personal development. Theatre techniques have multiple utilities in general 
education, especially when experienced under specialized guidance. The theatre workshop provides a learning context 
based on the discovery and valorisation of acting skills of both adults and young individuals, based on reflection and 
self-reflection, discovery and self- knowledge, continuous experimentation. 



Keywords: personal development, theatre techniques, the acting workshop, abilities development, self-knowledge, 
self-esteem, research, experiencing. 
 
 
Daiana MARINESCU  
Theater Games in Combating the Bullying Phenomenon 
 

Abstract: Children have always been abused within their families, in their group of friends but especially in school. 
These environments should represent for the growing child an oasis of safety and stability, ideal for defining their 
personality. This phenomena, known as bullying, has the tendency to increase in intensity as time goes by. The act of 
aggression may turn into a wide variety of forms of violence and may lead to severe anxiety and depression episodes or 
even suicide. Children do not admit their hardship to their parents who, in turn, are ignorant to the phenomena. As a 
consequence, the victims of bullying lack the support they need, this having an effect on their present and long term 
behavior, respectively on the process of reaching adulthood. Being aware of the crucial role acting played in my 
development I wish to emphasize the benefits of expanding its application from just a mere form of art to something 
more. My aim is to counter the bullying phenomena through theatrical games applied on a problematic group from 
within a designated environment (10 secondary school students with ages between 10 and 11) and also by using the 
techniques studied within the Master of Art-therapy Programme. I strongly believe that the power of acting and 
theatrical games, used in a proficient and structured manner has the ability to solve certain problems and eventually 
make the world a better place. 
Keywords: bullying, aggression, countering, theatrical games, acting, group, personal development, psychodrama, 
art-therapy, Art-Therapy Masteral Programme. 
 
 
Georgeta DRĂGAN-STANCIU  
Reception of Fairy Tales and Stories in Animation Theatre 
 

Abstract: The repertoire of animation theaters is mostly made up of dramatizations of the most famous stories and 
fairy tales. The reasoning is a simple one: their universal character imposes them a priori as predilects for the 
preschool and school audience. The most obvious paradox is that, despite their age and timelessness, they succeed in 
imposing themselves, overriding other types of proposals. Not the novelty of a work seems to interest the little ones, 
but the unparalleled charm of escaping into fantastic worlds. The animation theatre offers the perfect framework for 
these proposals, with the richness of the specific means of expression. 
Keywords: animation theatre, fairy tale, technology. 
  
 
Liliana COSTINEAN  
Development of Language Skills in Elementary School Students through Theater Games  
 

Abstract: I have noticed that the last generation of students has amazing skills for decoding the functioning of high-
tech devices, an amazing adaptation to gaming strategies, and a lot more knowledge from a variety of domains, but 
has deficiencies in pronunciation, communication, relationship, emotional management. This is the reason why I 
became interested in communication games that I consider very important for primary-school children. These bring 
benefits in all aspects: development of language skills, improvement of relationship between children, and facilitation 
of their empathy. 
Keywords: theatre techniques, theatre games, communication games, language skills, relation, empathy, Ped-ArtE, 
Interdisciplinary MA. 
 
 
Roxana PÎRVU  
Theatre, a Sap of Creativity, (Self) Discovery and Learning through Play  
 

Abstract: To educate others, it is necessary to be yourself in a continuous preparation and to be open to new teaching 
methods. To educate through theatre requires a single thought of love and opening to its world. Children need little to 
create much, their imagination is endless and nourished by playing. So let children play, play whith them and turn 
classes into joy. 
Keywords: PED-ArtE, authenticity, creativity, communication, empathy, emotions, foreign languages, interaction, 
personal development, teaching methods, theatre games, theatre games, self-discovery. 



Mihaela Mirela ŞERBAN  
Theatre as a Method of Solving Conflicts Between Students 
 

Abstract: In any community, conflict is almost unavoidable. Many times, however, it can become a way to learn and 
grow while improving communication. Integrating theatrical techniques may be a viable method through which we 
could resolve conflict situations. Through different improv games, but also by enacting short plays, the cause of 
conflicts can be defined and children can develop their self control, cooperation, mutual support skills and motivation 
and all their emotional abilities. 
Keywords: theatre techniques, theatre games, self control, cooperation, mutual support skills, motivation, emotional 
abilities, Ped-ArtE Interdisciplinary MA. 
 
 
Oana Monica NAE  
Contemplating Sisyphus 
  

Abstract: Beyond its abstractions, Beckett’s theatre offers a sense of certainty, however relative and feeble: from the 
author’s own relationship with history to his relationship with his own characters, from the relationship between those 
characters and divinity to their relationship with themselves, the tension is constant. The inner dynamics of Beckett's 
characters remains in a state of permanent crisis. Therefore, the struggle between human relationships and 
demiurgical will is a never ending spectacle that the reader is forced to witness. 
Keywords: Samuel Beckett, theatre of the absurd, lifelessness, nihilism, existentialism. 
 
 
Georgiana ENE  
The Game of God 
 

Abstract: The title of this article reflects the paradoxes of Samuel Beckett’s theatre of the absurd: the tragic reality of 
life without any horizons or expectations affected by despair and defined by the crisis of communication. The 
degradation and the fall of humanity are obsessive themes in Beckett's bilingual works. In his texts, one can encounter 
almost all the features of Irish art, from depression, anxiety, eccentric taste, to the pressure of moral dogmas, language 
probing, paradoxes, and wordplay. Also the traits of French existentialism and other philosophical ideas related to the 
end of the Second World War are to be found in his works. Therefore, Beckett’s austere and minimalist universe is 
interpreted in this essay as an expression of a deep and complex form of pessimism with regard to the human 
condition. 
Keywords: theatre of the absurd, Playing God, Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot, reductio ad absurdum, nonsens.  
 
 
Claudian ȘIMAN  
The Unmobilized Man 
 

Abstract: This article is about Samuel Beckett`s first dramatic text, „Waiting for Godot”, seen as a metaphor for the 
human condition. The play depicts a life devoid of humanity, real communication between people, and it asks 
uncompromising questions about the presence or rather the absence of divinity. Despite its implicit nihilism, Beckett’s 
text has its own delicate poetry. The „enigmas” of the dialogue make the reader/spectator pay attention to each and 
every single one of the short words or sentences that it contains. So, in the end, one has to at least attempt to answer 
the questions implied in the text. However, the search and the answers constantly reinforce one another: „nothing to 
be done”, again and again. 
Keywords: Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot, play, text, humanity, poetry. 
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Alina EPÎNGEAC  
Prospero - Between War and Peace 
 

Abstract: In the current context, when war has returned on everyone's lips and its threat is no longer just a shadow 
that sits silently, but a palpable presence called „terror”, a critical debate that questions Shakespeare's work from this 
perspective is more than necessary. „Our Contemporary”, as we know Shakespeare from Jan Kott's book, gives us a 
wide range of situations and characters where this theme of conflagrations is rich and acute. 
When choosing Prospero as a case study for my communication, I placed my bet on a multifaceted image of the 
character, filtered through the experience of watching four milestone performances of „The Tempest” belonging to the 
Romanian theatre of the last decades. With the support of the four chosen hypostases, I outlined the portrait of an anti-
hero who chooses the personal sacrifice in the name of the greater good, projected in the future; Prospero, the one who 
sets out a war in a micro-climate that he can control in the name of peace, in the world beyond the borders of his 
island. The demonstration I'm proposing is a journey starting from observation, sedimentation and personal analysis 
that adds an extra valence to this fascinating character from the works of Shakespeare. 
Keywords: war, peace, Prospero, Shakespeare, Liviu Ciulei, Victor Ioan Frunză, Silviu Purcărete, Alexander 
Morfov, anti-hero, moving triangle, multifaceted character, Big Brother, manipulation. 
 
 
Ana TRACI-NEAGOE  
Theatre through the Eye of Bucharest Photographers from the Beginning of the 20th Century  
 

Abstract: The paper presents the role of the Bucharest photographers from the end of the 19th Century and the first 
decade of the 20th Century in the research of the scenographic art evolution on the territory of Romania. Based on 
archival studies and bibliographical references, the work follows the collaboration of photographers with the theatre 
and the impact of this invention on society. The photographers invited to craft their art are representatives of the 
Royal House, specializing in portraits and landscapes. In the case of theatre, the photos are more than portraits, the 
works prove an exquisite artistic spirit through the stage layout and the impressive presence of the actor. Thus, 
portraits capture characters and an enthusiastic embodiment of the role, an attempt to immortalize the movement and 
keep alive the memory of a performance. 
Keywords: Bucharest photographers, stage design, history of Romanian theatre, portraits of actors, costumes, stage 
decorations. 
 
 
Simona ŞOMĂCESCU  
Choreography for the Camera 
 

Abstract: The study entitled „Choreography for Camera”, on the history of dance in the experimental film, was 
undertaken as an initiative to identify and develop projects that the Film Faculty and the Theatre Faculty, respectively 
the Department of Choreography, of the „I.L. Caragiale” National University of Theatre and Film could do together. 
A salutary dialogue, dare I say, if we take into account that both arts directly share the visual characteristic of their 
representation. This initiative arises as the 21st century announces itself, from its debut, thanks to the amazing 
technological development in multimedia, to be one dominated by image and sound. In this sense, a retrospective look 
at the development of the relationship between dance and film is imperative, not an easy endeavour, but one full of 
revelation. The purpose of this study, through its theoretical basis, is to support the development of original projects 
made by the students of the two faculties. 
Keywords: dance, film, image, sound, collaboration, multimedia, initiative. 
 
 
Geta-Violeta HUNCANU  
Cage - Cunningham, Successful Partnership 
 

Abstract: Branding personalities of the American avant-garde, the two of them will have a strong influence over the 
artistic climate. Eager to find a new form of expression, they will experience interdisciplinarity by maintaining a 



relationship of mutual independence between dance and music. The aesthetics of their representations will be 
influenced by the zen philosophy, and will be based on random processes, a fruitful collaboration that will last for five 
decades. 
Keywords: American avant-garde, John Cage, Merce Cunningham, dance, music. 
 
 
Geta-Violeta HUNCANU  
Jungian Elements in the Creation of Pina Bausch (1940-2009)  
 

Abstract: Haunted by the shadow of the Nazi horrors, the creation of Pina Bausch is characterized by  specific 
elements of the theories of psychoanalyst Carl Gustav Jung. Through evacuation mechanisms, Pina attacks subliminal 
Fascist psychology aimed at annihilation of the individual Self. If in her first performances she creates through the 
individual memory of her performers, over the time, she will appeal to universal human memory and collective 
consciousness.  In her creation there are also other characteristic Jungian features: the death of being, numinosity, the 
principle of paradoxical logic. 
Keywords: Pina Bausch, C.G. Jung, dance, psychology. 
 
 
Otilia HUZUM  
Mask - Symbol in the Theatre 
 

Abstract: What is theatre and where do we look for it? Over time, in men, in epochs, it is a universal means of 
communication, which defines, through its methods of expression, the search and evolution of man. Genesis is the 
inspirational source of originality value. The rediscovery and reinvention of ointments through their own imagination 
raked in the past, sustains and demonstrates their necessity in the theatrical universe. The symbol of theatre is the 
mask of all its valences and shapes. Through the mask we are in front of the verb, which involves the renunciation of 
one's own interpret and of the verb to claim - which offers the possibility of occurrence of alterity, so that the artist's 
face does not matter in the respective universe. Mask is the symbol found in ancient theatre, Greek, Latin, in the 
Middle Ages, in Commedia dell'Arte, in the contemporary theatre, in the Japanese theatre, in animation and, of 
course, in all popular artistic styles. 
Keywords: theatre, meeting, symbol, mask, creation, actor, performance, identity, form, art, duplicity. 
 
 
Aurelian CIOCAN  
Changes to the Spoken Language 
 

Abstract: „From a temporal perspective, the «birth» of a language is never a momentary phenomenon, but a lengthy 
one. A language does not appear, but it is formed and developed within a long process that requires the succession and 
continuity of several stages of evolution.” We could therefore say that this process never ends, modifications occuring 
naturally. Language is constantly updated, new words, phrases, and new forms of expression are appropriated. But is 
there a limit? And if it exists, what is it? 
Keywords: language, modification, evolution, neologisms, imports. 
 
 
Aurelian CIOCAN  
Rică Venturiano - Defining Utterance of the Character  
 

Abstract: Definitive speech refers to deviations from the correct pronunciation and represents the assumed mistakes 
made by an actor in order to better outline the character he has to interpret by conscious deviation from the norms of 
literary speech. 
Keywords: character, speech, I.L. Caragiale, Rică Venturiano, pronunciation. 
 
 
 
 
 



Irina SCUTARIU  
Meeting an Ibsenian Character - Postmodernism in acting technique 
 

Abstract: During his artistic career, an actor rarely has the chance to interpret deeply psychological complex 
characters and often he can miss the putting on stage of variants that respect the classical line imposed by the author. 
The present paper is intended as an analysis of my acting experience that started with my distribution in the part of 
Miss Helene Alving from Henrik Ibsen’s play Ghosts. The presentation of the work phases starts with the first 
impressions of the first readings and continues with the assimilation of the part; afterwards there is a detailed 
presentation of each of the encounters with the other characters so that in the end, I can bring forward the emotion 
experienced on stage while acting. The play in itself had something very special; it was first studied on fragments, 
after which the putting on stage of the whole play took place on the stage of the National Theatre of Iasi, in the 
building named Uzina cu teatru, in 2018. The premier took place on the 5th of February under the direction of a 
young graduate from the National Theatre University of Iasi. 
Keywords: character, Ibsen, Gosts, acting, Helene Alving. 
 
 
Dominic DEMBINSKI  
Television Theatre and the Sacred. A new vision of television theatre 
 

Abstract: My concern to order the so contemporary, even fashionable media field through the multimilenary grid of 
sacredness, especially through the broad vision of Orthodox spirituality and beyond, may seem strange. It's just an 
appearance, because I'm personally interested in the force of impact of the television on the public, which, unbound by 
commercial burdens, can become a living instrument capable of delivering spiritual messages to a large number of 
people, beyond age, training, concerns and beliefs. But until this noble vocation is reached (with a television still 
dominated by eclectic, vulgarity, violence, and often pornography, aesthetically in debt to silver-bearing rattings), we 
should first define the possibilities that can arise from an aesthetics of the genre insiped by the sacred. 
Keywords: television theatre, sacred, new vision, spirituality. 
 
 
Dominic DEMBINSKI  
The Specificity of the Hero in Sacramental-inspired Television Theatre 
 

Abstract: In line with my research theme, which focuses only on the television theatre of sacramental inspiration, a 
niche that I have called the „new television theatre” for practical reasons in order to differentiate this subgenus from 
the many dramaturgical and spectacular manifestations, I will deal with the axial element of a narrative structure, be 
it dramatic scenario or an actual play. I refer to the attempt to define, adapted to our cases, the key character around 
which gravitates the whole constellation of textual, visual signs, etc. If we admit that we can distinguish the 
dramaturgy of all time that contains, with or without evidence, the sacramental theme, then we can stop on a special 
type of hero, namely the mythological one. 
Keywords: hero specificity, sacramental, new television theatre, mythology. 
 
 
Raluca RUSU DIŢĂ  
From Ritual to Performance 
 

Abstract: The theatrical act was born out of man's need to communicate with the Divinity. We realize, therefore, that 
man's thinking is based on a vision necessarily involving His existence, theatre being a manifestation by which man 
tried to attain this; and although its original intention does not refer to the „profane” dimension of existence, the birth 
of the theatre performance is, in this dialogue, an important step in the process of desacralization. 
Keywords: ritual, performance, sacred, profane. 
 
 
 
 
 



Raluca RUSU DIŢĂ  
Mystics: Artaud and Grotowski 
 

Abstract: The twentieth century, recently completed, was marked, as we all know, by profound desacralization, by a 
phenomenon of secularization and relativism which often strikes blasphemy. In these times, no doubt seeing the 
spiritual death in which their peers struggled and the inability to find meaning in life, the theorists of the twentieth-
century theatre tried to return to the beginning, wanting to restore the connection between ritual and theatre. Two of 
them are distinguished through the „mystical” pathos of their searches, related as impulse, different in nuance: 
Artaud and Grotowski. 
Keywords: Antonin Artaud, Jerzy Gortowski, mysticism, spirituality, theatre. 
 
 
Grigore BURLOIU, Valentin MIHAI and Ştefan DAMIAN  
Layered Motion and Gesture Sonification in an Interactive Installation  
 

Abstract: SoundThimble is an interactive sound installation based on the relationship between human motion and 
virtual objects in 3D space. A Vicon infrared motion capture system and custom software are used to track, interpret 
and sonify the movement and gestures of a performer relative to a virtual object. We define three possible interaction 
dynamics, centred around ob- ject search, manipulation and arrangement. We explore the resulting possibilities for 
layered structures and extended perception and expression, in internal tests as well as a public demo. Experimental 
evaluation reveals an average object search time of around 60s, as well as thresh- olding ranges for effective gesture 
spotting. The underlying software platform is open source and portable to similar hardware systems, leaving room for 
extension and variation. 
Keywords: sound installation, 3D, motion capture, SoundThimble. 
 
 
Diana VASILE  
Distopic Theatre 
 

Abstract: Dystopias are often found as literary genre in novels (Nineteen Eighty-Four – George Orwell, Brave New 
World – Aldous Huxley) and as cinematic genre in films (Matrix – Wachowski brothers, Blade Runner – Ridley 
Scott). This genre has not yet been theorized, although it exists both in dramatic texts and in performances. There are 
discussions instead about cyberdrama, which according to Janet H. Murray, is „a reinvention of the story itself for the 
new digital media” and about high-tech or virtual theatre. Dystopian worlds exist in the theatre, but they are in an 
incipient, unshaped and unexploited form (latent dystopias). 
Keywords: dystopia, theatre, governmental society. 
 
 
Diana VASILE  
Corporality, Identity and Technobody in Theatre 
 

Abstract: Perhaps theatre is the most able of all arts to talk about the body and its modification. The history of theatre 
and its present shows so many images with hypostases of the human body (real and virtual, in various movements 
and positions, painted, technologized). The human body is a fascination for theatre and is definitely its object of work. 
It becomes even more fascinating when playing the main role, but especially when it goes through a process of 
technology. 
Keywords: posthumanism, homo futuris, cloning. 
 
 
Dominic DEMBINSKI  
On the Linear Dramaturgy Structure in an Associative construction in Andrei Rubliov by Andrei 
Tarkovsky 
 
Abstract: „Andrei Rubliov” by Andrei Tarkovski is not just a movie. It's more than that. It is a state, an experience, 
an existential fact that encompasses the fiction of an exemplary destiny, a poem in cinematic prose, but also a plastic 
symphony, though monochrome with infinite nuances of black and white to the explosions of color that bring to prim 



plan the textures of the miraculous icons of the iconic medieval icon painter. It is, I believe, the quality, the destiny of 
the great works to transcend the genre of their composition, their specific literary, plastic or musical environment to 
become one together. 
Keywords: Andrei Tarkovski, icon, plot, sacred. 
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Raluca RUSU DIŢĂ  
Why Do We Need Theatre? 
 

Abstract: The article attempts to analyze the resorts that urge us to become either creators or theatre consumers and 
tries to decipher how the theatrical act responds to fundamental human needs with the promise of satisfying them or 
even providing them with a surrogate. The theatrical act seems to feed on our need for Truth, Communication, 
Communion and, ultimately, Love, trying to return food to those who perform it, in an exchange it wants, hopes, 
dreams for equitable. 
Keywords: resorts, needs, Truth, Love, Theatrical Act. 
 
 
Iulia LUMÂNARE  
Demystifying the Incomprehensibility of the Fourth Wall  
 

Abstract: A look behind the need that created Stanislavki’s fourth wall. What is the fourth wall? Was it not the 
inherent vice of Stanislavski’s system? Does today’s acting need it? What hides behind the need to act, and how can 
an imaginary wall harm the act? What is the teacher’s role in the actor’s becoming and where should he look for 
truth?  
Keywords: the fourth wall, actor, spectator, conscious, subconscious, inconscious, teacher, to see, need, emotion, 
morality, pscychoanalysis, reality, Chekhov, truth, love. 
 
 
Ioana BARBU  
Conclusions on the Denial of Identity in the World of Shakespearean Characters  
 

Abstract: The following article discusses how the study of identity can influence and enrich the actor’s work on a 
Shakespearian part. Looking from the point of view of the denial of identity in Shakespeare’s world characters seem to 
walk the same path, a path that is very similar to that of the modern man who constantly tries to reshape himself 
through virtual identities. The fact that this process often ends in failure urges us, both character and spectator, to 
accept ourselves and the other for what we really are.  
Keywords: identity, alterity, confrontation, structure, virtual identity, denial of identity, simmetry, pattern. 
 
 
Adriana TITIENI  
Empathy in the Art of Acting 
 

Abstract: Perhaps what would save the Romanian pre- university education and could bring the student back in the 
focus of education is empathy. I am and always have been concerned, especially since you can’t „put a finger“ on this 
concept. You can’t easily identify it. It does not have its own color or a fragrance that comes with it... Very strange 
(and not at all by chance) is the fact that in any profession (even more so in my job - acting), empathy makes the 
difference. Empathy is the path to true, real, tried and tested knowledge through our own being, even if we have never 
been given a real opportunity to experience a situation. I tried to synthesize what scientists have defined as empathy 
and the complicated subtle differences that we find in acting and psychology.  
Keywords: empathy in acting, empathy in psychology, relationships. 
 
 
Bogdan MUŞAT  
The Theatre Play in the First Years of School – Be yourself, accepting others 
 

Abstract: The following article describes the corelation between the introduction of theatre games and the 
development of group relations between primary school children. The positive effect of theatre exercises and games in 
the development of social relationships is illustrated by the presentation of a study case conducted over a period of 
about eight months – a group of children was observed before and after playing theater games inspired by the work of 
Viola Spolin. This research can be a starting point for the implementation in schools of theatre classes. 
Keywords: creativity, children education, theatre, communication, game. 
 
 



Raluca RĂDULESCU  
Theatrical Techniques in Waldorf Pedagogy - Applications in traditional education 
 

Abstract: Education’s main purpose is to prepare people for the society they live in, that is why it is in a constant 
adaptation process to its needs and tendencies. It is beneficial for children, pupils and students that the educational 
system in which they are located be set up with all the tools needed to develop skills and habits useful in „real life”. 
However, the educational „bet” consists of „packaging”. The form in which we present the package called 
„EDUCATION” makes the difference. And that's what specialists, teachers, students and children have found to be 
true. Theatre offers a type of education that can simply be called education for cooperation. Through theatre, children 
learn to communicate better, through images, but they can also learn to express their emotions better, to understand 
the emotions of others, thus increasing their degree of empathy towards others. 
Keywords: theatre, Waldorf, skills, education, emotional intelligence, empathy, children, alternative education, 
multiple intelligence. 
 
 
Georgeta ANTONIU  
The Contribution of Emotional Intelligence and Theatre Techniques in the Children Education of 21st 
Century  
 

Abstract: The article describes and analyzes the changes that must occur in children's education in the 21st century, 
the importance of securing the emotional balance of children thorugh the use of theatre techniques and EQ. Removing 
violence, fears, anxiety from the lives of children and increasing their self-esteem. And games are a great way to secure 
the children's emotional balance. The puppet is the antidote to anger and is the child’s first teacher. 
Keywords: migration, 21st century, UNICEF, emotional balance, theatre techniques, puppetry. 
 
 
Andreea JICMAN  
The Theatre Optional - Alternative for the Romanian school  
 

Abstract: The introduction of theatre as an optional discipline in Romanian schools is a topic that has grown in 
recent years. I plead for this endeavor, given that theater games are useful in the training process of every human 
being. 
Keywords: education, theatre pedagogy, reform, creativity. 
 
 
Laura-Alexandra VOICU  
The word - Instrument of Reality Construction 
 

Abstract: This article represents an important part of a reasearch that tries to develop a new way of analysing the 
character in order to discover it as it is proposed in the text of the play. The actor starts his creation from the written 
words of the text and perhaps these words are important markers of the psyschological profile of the character. The 
imagination is a very important part of the creative process, 
but this part shouldn`t be the only tool of the actor, this instrument should obey to the concrete facts proposed by the 
entire play.  
Keywords: actor, character, imagination, word, text, creation, reasearch, new way. 
 
 
Simona ŞOMĂCESCU  
Dance notation 
 

Abstract: In the 21st century, the notation of dance is a current research subject for both choreographic experts and 
art consumers. Over the centuries, ballet masters, professors, choreographers invented their own motion notation 
system in order to archive their creations, so that these became over time artistic milestones in the development of 
choreographic performances but also work tools for the training of ballet dancers and /or dancers. The notation of the 
movement has an important role to play in education, and a system must operate at all levels, from kindergarten 
where the movement is first discovered, to university where the notation instrument can be a valuable help to 
classroom investigation of the nature of movement, the study of dance as an art form, the history of dance, 
contemporary techniques, or choreographic style and content. 
Keywords: dance notation, Raoul-Auger Feuille, Labanotation, Simona S ̧oma ̆cescu, Romanotation. 
 



Carmen CROITORU  
Culture and Cultural Management 
 

Abstract: One of the most complicated tasks in addressing the systemic problems in the field of Culture 
is the synthesis of an exhaustive discourse on the definitions, limits or characteristics of Culture. Beyond the 
extremely broad meaning, according to accredited official definitions, we can face the danger of leaving out important 
points of view or explanations that do not necessarily come from theoreticians of culture but from tangent domains.  
Keywords: culture, cultural management, theoretical approach. 
 
 
Raluca RUSU DIŢĂ  
On the Big and Small People in Chekhov's World 
 

Abstract: The article is an attempt to catch the ends or knots of the wires that bind, like a network of arteries, veins 
and capillaries, the work of Chekhov to the faiths of the man Chekhov. Chekhov's plays, like the works of all the great 
artists, express and confess him most of all, with all of his struggle between faith and disbelief, but also the whole 
universe, with the struggle we all make between the same poles.  
Keywords: beliefs, disbelief, links, struggle. 
 
 
Adriana RAICU PETRE  
Mythical Motifs in Scenography 
 

Abstract: The graphic or plastic representation appears, since long-forgotten times, as a means of expressing a 
mythical symbolic thinking. If the paleolithic speech did not resist, the material creations of those who used it 
remained testimonies that evoked, axiomatically, the ability to imprint thought into material symbols. Myth has 
always been one of the most appropriate modes of expression in theatre. In the relationship between man and culture, 
which has been and will remain interrelational, of 
spatio-temporal and socio-political conditionality, the return to the primordial universe meets the need for certainties, 
durable essences, stability, and unambiguously explains the idea of communication through art. 
Keywords: scenography, motif, myth, primordial, theme, symbol. 
 
 
Anca BRADU  
DADA or the Fruitful Freedom of Negation 
 

Abstract: This study proposes an analytical approach to the Dadaist phenomenon, starting from the idea that the 
DADA movement is a completely unprecedented moment compared to other avant-garde artistic movements of the 
early twentieth century. This particularity comes from the programmatic abolition of norms and the controlled 
destruction of logic for the liberation of the creative energy of the present governed by the grace of spontaneity. The 
Dadaist ego is therefore eminently poetic, and the aggressive rhetoric of negation in programmatic texts or poems, as 
well as the grotesque-comical aesthetic of the plastic and spectacular representations, offer the world a new cult of 
immediate values, of efemer and concrete, a new ceremonial vision for the impulsive performance of Life. 
Keywords: Tzara, Iancu, Segal, Ball, Hennings, Huelsenbeck, Arp, Zu ̈rich, DADA, Cabaret Voltaire, Life, NO, 
liberty, mask, poem, contradiction, paradox, mouth, chaos, ludic, word, truth, revelation. 
 
 
Otilia HUZUM  
The Theatre of Cruelty and the Closing of the Performance 
 

Abstract: Art is not the imitation of life, but serves as a source of inspiration to the extent to which it gives the 
performer the power to pass beyond the horizon of everyday experience. So, we can’t confuse theatre with mimesis, 
because the individual becomes just a representation of life. This way, we eliminate repetition, form perceived as the 
one destructive thing that dominates the artistic act, because its threat is nowhere so well organized as it is in theatre. 
According to Artaud, the removal of repetition is desirable, but it work without it, as is suggested by the fading of the 
logos, that must still be present on stage, because art can’t fall victim to the improvisational anarchy. The theatre of 
cruelty proposed by Artaudd, in order to exist and live, requires an outer lucidity identical to the reality of the magic 
of the dream, and the cruelty he was talking about is the very consciousness that gives life. 
Keywords: art, rehearsal, theatre of cruelty, performance, word, actor, dramatic text, language. 
 



Dan VASILIU  
Ion Caramitru or Hamlet Reinforced 
 

Abstract: This article was inspired by the fact that the actor Ion Caramitru is considered one of Hamlet's top ten 
performers in the world and was awarded the title of „Shakespeare Cultural Ambassador to Romania” by the British 
Council. Like the universal theatre, the Romanian theatre was and remains the witness of a true cult dedicated to 
Hamlet. In this respect, two major aspects are taken into account: first, the fascination exercised by the character in 
question, considered a quintessence of Shakespearean drama, and secondly, the interpretative status of excellence that 
confers glory to those actors who have consecrated themselves to the scenic encounter with Hamlet.  
Keywords: Shakespeare, Hamlet, Ion Caramitru, Richard Eyre, Alexandru Tocilescu. 
 
 
Jean-Pierre HAN  
Richard III: Three performances, three visions  
 

Abstract: A wind of madness has descended this season on our theatre in France. A wind of madness that brought in 
a very short time (only in January) several productions of Richard III by Shakespeare. We are, of course, accustomed 
from year to year with a wave of Shakespearean performances - a phenomenon we always expect - but a wave of 
performances of the same play is rare. And all the more so as these Richard III performances were productions and co-
productions of two of the biggest national theaters and a thirdone was produced by the Centre Dramatique National of 
Limousin. 
Keywords: Shakespeare, Richard III, Ivo van Hove, Jean Lambert-wild, Thomas Jolly. 
 
 
Nicolae MANDEA  
Shakespeare in Relation to Pedagogy  
 

Abstract: We commemorate 400 years since Shakespeare's death to highlight what is obvious anyway, namely that 
Shakespeare is an author of interest in the contemporary world. It must not necessarily be 399, 400 or 401 years to 
observe this aspect. Typically, this kind of commemoration is useful to those forgotten who are brought to attention 
from time to time. This is not the case with Shakespeare.  
Keywords: Shakespeare, actuality, artistic education, theatre pedagogy. 
 
 
Florin ZAMFIRESCU  
The Shakespearean Key to Dream 
 

Abstract: Not only Shakespeare, but all theatre must be treated as a collective dream. A room full of people is in the 
situation of seeing what is not real, theatre being another reality, in order to finally cause that state of catharsis: It was 
just theatre! Just as we say in the morning, after a nightmare: Thank God it was just a dream! 
Keywords: Shakespeare, dream, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, theatre pedagogy. 
 
 
Dan VASILIU  
Discourse on How We Can Perceive Shakespeare's Pedagogy 
 

Abstract: I believe that theatre pedagogy must include Shakespeare and this requires finding certain moments that we 
as teachers, trainers and pedagogues can offer those who have to be trained. Shakespeare offers a lot of truth of life. 
Keywords: Shakespeare, Hamlet, example, theatre pedagogy. 
 
 
Liviu LUCACI  
Shakespeare in the pedagogy of the Actor's Art 
 

Abstract: Shakespeare speaks of the forbidden, taboo, audacity and my constant effort as man to build and rebuild 
myself. Theatre pedagogy can reveal this. The theatre pedagogue can help those that deal with this art to understand 
that the life they are beginning to live can be changed through concentrated and conscious efforts as Shakespearean 
characters do in each of his plays. Or at least they deserve to try. Here, success and attempt are the same. 
Keywords: Shakespeare, theatre pedagogy, acting principles, method. 
 
 



Leon RUBIN  
Shakespeare Today 
 

Abstract: Mr. Rubin`s conference states that the main aspects regarding Shakespeare are: 1. He is still our 
contemporary and 2. Today we can use Skakespeare as a pedagogical tool. Romeo and Juliet was used as a pedagogical 
tool – especially in America, in New York and Britain in a few very tough areas of youth as an exercise in teaching 
them something about what happens when it’s all conflict, what happens to conflict after conflict, revenge after 
revenge. A very good documentary about using it actually as a tool for social cohesion. Other problems approached in 
his speech were connected to the translation of Shakespeare in different languages, to the different styles of staging his 
plays, to the technological advance. 
Keywords: Shakespeare, translation, historical evidence, elisabethan stage, Romeo and Juliet, translation, prose, 
verse, Shakespearian poetry, technological advance, Royal Shakespeare Company. 
 
 
Irina IONESCU  
Social impact or aesthetic values 
 

Abstract: The question of newness in theatre is, of course, not a... new one. But how is it defined by every generation? 
Are there any risks associated with it? In the context of the DADA Centenary, this notion inevitably recalls the 
memory of the historical avant-garde, the age of obsessive, if not also compulsive newness. That desperate search for 
the new has not been matched since, yet newness remains the driving force of all arts, particularly of the ones that 
include a performative component. In Romania, the works of some influent theatre directors as Gianina Ca ̆rbunariu 
manage to evade the old rhetoric and create a new stage vocabulary in the performing arts, being interested more and 
more in ethics and social issues. It is a form of newness in itself. What is the impact of this form of newness on the 
audience? How is professional 
criticism responding to its challenges? Does it force any social and political changes? Is it a necessity given the 
Romanian society? Far from the radical newness of the avant-garde, this contemporary approach is a new cultural 
reality that is more and more evident in the open society of Romania at the beginning of the twenty-first century. 
Keywords: avant-garde, theatre, art, ethics, social issues, audience. 
 
 
Mihaela POP  
The Actuality of the Notion of Mimesis 
 

Abstract: We believe that the most appropriate way we can approach the Aristotelian thought after 2400 years is to 
take a critical attitude to see to what extent elements of this thinking are present or have stimulated certain concepts of 
the contemporary artistic consciousness. That is why I opted for the re-reading of the mimesis notion to which 
Aristotle, but also Plato, contributed fundamentally. 
Keywords: mimesis, representation, work of art, artistic thinking, performance art. 
 
 
Sebastian GRAMA  
Traffic Accidents of Philosophical Ideas  
 

Abstract: In regard to the to the art area, the optimal strategy that we can deduce from the Aristotelian thought is not 
to oppose in an abstract manner the Idea and life, but to let what is alive to talk to us, meaning to participate to 
essence in an own way, to come to us and inhabit our discourse not from the outside, but recognizing us, identifying 
itself in our words. The ruthlessness of Destiny, the immobility of the being as a being would remain a common 
entertainment if a guy would not assume Oreste's costume, gestures and mask. Accident is just as essential to essence 
as it is essential to think of an essence of the accident. The effect of this simultaneity can be given (finally legitimate) 
the name of life. 
 Keywords: Aristotle, accident, idea, life, performance. 
 
 
Alexandru ŞTEFĂNESCU  
Aristotle and His Contemporaries - A living dispute over "The best possible rhetoric"  
 

Abstract: This paper aims at superimposing three models of Greek classical rhetoric, taking into consideration their 
goals, as well as their justification. Plato is well-known for his dismissal of a low-threshold manipulative rhetoric that 



juggles with uncertified opinions and thus seeks to falsify knowledge. Aristotle, on the other hand, conceives his 
rhetoric as a social and political instrument that need not be 
permanently confronted, as Plato would surely argue, with moral values and maximal imperatives for attaining 
knowledge. His rhetoric is therefore adversarial and asymmetrical. Thirdly, Isocrates puts forward an educational 
rhetorical model that aims at symmetry and reconciliation. These three models are briefly explained in their main 
assumptions and consequences, while the last part of this text assumes the speculative relation between discourse 
endeavors and Plato’s theory of love as presented in his Phaedrus. 
Keywords: Aristotle, Plato, Isocrates, discourse, rhetoric. 
 
 
Oana Camelia ŞERBAN  
How is a Rhetoric of the History of the Man of Desire possible?  
 

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to examine and define the so-called „history of the desiring man” that Foucault 
explains in a genealogical framework inspired by the Greek Antiquity, recognizing Aristotle`s ethics as one of its 
constitutive paradigms. The main challenge of this theoretical inquiry is to show that Aristotle`s perspective on the 
human desires is as actual as it used to be 2400 years ago, in a puzzle that evaluates the relationship of the individual 
with himself and his access to the truth, in the terms of Aphrodisia, Chresis, Enkrateia, Sophrosyne. 
Keywords: Aphrodisia, Chresis, Enkrateia, Sophrosyne, self, individual. 
 
 
Liviu LUCACI  
Aristotle, Acting Teacher 
 

Abstract: This article talks about two concepts drawn from Aristotle, the verisimilar and the necessity and the way 
we use can them to create something that can flow only in one sense, as a one-way street, what we call truth on stage. 
If that happens, the people in the room will witness an unrepeatable event, and you as an actor will achieve 
performance. 
Keywords: Aristotle, verisimilar, necessity, theatre pedagogy. 
 
 
Diana VASILE  
arisTOTacum 
Abstract: The article presents a review of the arisTOTacum lecture, performed by professor Dan Vasiliu during the 
Aristotel 2400 seminar and the impressions of the project collaborators. 
Keywords: Aristotle, mimesis, theatre, interdisciplinary, robotics. 
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Gelu COLCEAG  
The Character - from fiction to incarnation 
 

Abstract: The former Rector of the National University of Theatre and Cinematography „I.L. Caragiale” Bucharest, a 
very important acting Professor, analyzes in the article „The Character – From Fiction to Embodiment”, from 
different points of view, one of the pillars of the resistance structure of theatrical art – the character. Each of the 
individuals of the human race is a character that throughout its ephemeral existence play multiple roles. The actor, on 
the other hand, is the one who, through his creation, enable the translation of the part (a scenario that actually 
reproduce lines, gestures, emotions, predetermined movements) and of the character (an image composed of a fictitious 
amount of literary characterization) in an Archaeus. The article is written like an imaginary conversation with three 
interlocutors and adds important statements about the last question of the stage process – the How and also about the 
Documentation. 
Keywords: pedagogy, actor’s art, character, actor’s part, How?, Documentation, Archaeus. 
 
 
Mihaela SÎRBU  
Viewpoints Technique - an alternative way of working with dramatic text (Shakespeare study) 
 

Abstract: The Viewpoints Technique, invented by the choreographer Mary Overlie and extended by the director 
Anne Bogart, is a set of names given to principles for movement through time and space, a way to verbalize 
movement. Viewpoints opens up new perspectives and leads to surprising conclusions. Through Viewpoints we can 
find inspiration, intuitive answers to questions of the play, understand aspects that are unavailable to logical 
thinking, open up our imagination, access our subconscious and creativity. Next to using Viewpoints for training and 
the elaboration of theatrical material, we can apply it to the study of classical plays, such as Shakespeare. Working 
with a viewpoint like expressive gesture, or with all of them in open viewpoints sessions we can work on themes, 
physical environments, characters, relationships, scenes or events. Viewpoints is not incompatible with other 
approaches on acting; on the contrary, it establishes itself as an alternative and a complementary technique. 
Keywords: William Shakespeare, Viewpoints, Mary Overlie, Anne Bogart, Tina Landau, rehearsal, movement, 
imagination, collaboration, expressive gesture, open viewpoints. 
 
 
Camelia POPA  
The Role of Theatre Education in the Development of Creativity 
 

Abstract: The introduction of Theatre Education study into the curriculum in middle school is more than a necessity. 
The aim of Theatre Education study during the mandatory schooling is to train a young man with basic social skills 
and a communicational culture, able to understand the world, to express himself, to interact in harmony with his 
fellows and to efficiently and creatively use his own capacities, being also sensitive regarding the cultural values. 
Keywords: Theatre Education, school, creativity, skills, cultural values. 
 
 
Claudia MĂRU HANGHIUC  
The Role of the Nanny in the Musical „Romeo and Juliet, from Hate to Love” by Gerard Presgurvic 
 

Abstract: The article describes and analyses a very famous part in the history of theatre – The Nurse – by making a 
comparison between its construction in the music-hall performance „Romeo and Juliet, from Hate to Love” by Ge ́rard 
Presgurvic and the same part in the classical shakespearian tragedy. The interpreter of The Nurse, first soloist of the 
National Operetta Theatre „Ion Dacian” – the mezzo- soprano Claudia Ma ̆ru-Hanghiuc analyses her work by making 
a full description of the performance with details of the vocal technique she used according to the subject and artistc 
requirements of both composer and stage director. 
Keywords: theatre performance, music-hall performance, drama actor, music-hall actor and singer, Romeo and Juliet, 
The Nurse, Ge ́rard Presgurvic, the vocal colour, the vocal intensity of expression. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Irina SCUTARIU  
Sonnet or Monologue Poetry in the Performance-Recital 
 

Abstract: The study of poetry reciting is done in the first half of the second year of acting studying. Sonnet is the 
poetry with fixed form which is classified as a philosophical poem. The author talks about her experience as a Stage 
Speech teacher and about a performance made entirely with sonnets. This poetic form is not an easy one residing in 
the state of simple exposition of verse or a poetic message, but is a way to find yourself as an actor in the process of 
transferig the text of a poem in a theatrical monologue. The stages of construction of such a performance, updated to 
the new demands for academic studies, are subject to the research here. 
Keywords: performance, Stage Speech, reciting, poetry, sonnet, monologue. 
 
 
Thomas CIOCŞIRESCU  
Plea for the Spoken Language 
 

Abstact: The discreet relationship between voice and spoken language is very important in defining and 
understanding the world. Theatre has a great role in that. The human voice, schematically, is defined as a 
„transmitter” of articulate sounds, but permanent irregularities from recognized rules of spoken language will bring 
us in the situation of using the inarticulate sounds (privilege of symptomatic neuro-vegetative actions) for human 
relations. The actor is a „keeper” of the spoken language, is a mission that we advocate to uphold. 
Keywords: spoken language, living system, language death. 
 
 
Sergiu ANGHEL  
Elements of Cryptography in the Work of William Shakespeare 
 

Abstract: An essay in which the author revises some theories related to the dispute between „stradforders” and 
„baconians” regarding the possibility Shakespearean works have been written either by Francis Bacon or a collective 
editorial under his guidance. In this text the author revisits some cryptographic analyzes of well-known authors who 
have dedicated themselves to the study of this theory thus putting to theatrology students interested in the subject a 
simple vademecum for an itinerary so dense as it is thrilling, at whose end there are still waiting a lot of unsolved 
mysteries that have’nt been elucidated yet. 
Keywords: William Shakespeare, cryptography, Francis Bacon, stradforders, baconians. 
 
 
Diana CUPȘA  
Theater Market 
 

Abstract: The place Market Theatre occupied as an institution in society during the Apartheid will be highlighted 
throughout this article. The Market Theatre's contribution to the resistance, by engaging the aesthetic, and also the 
critical analysis of the plays and authors that dominated all the forms of performance during this period are also listed 
in the following pages. The theatre founded and led by Mannie Manim and Barney Simon, will the starting point for 
the well-known Market Theatre theatrical complex inaugurated in 1976, which will later continue the tradition 
initiated by Brian Astbury in Cape. The impact of this theatre was huge, even if at times controversial. Not only did 
he trained actors or the ones behind the scene, technicians, administrative staff and playwrights, but also actively 
contributed to the extension of the theatrical field and modified the shape of the performance in South Africa. For 
much of the 80s, when referring to theatre in South Africa we refer to the Market Theatre, especially in terms of 
international interest. 
Keywords: South African theatre, South African universities, South African theatre history, stage design. 
 
 
Florentina TĂNASE  
Immersive Performance - participatory art form in contemporary performance 
 

Abstract: This article focuses on the notion of the „emancipated spectator”, Jacques Rancier’s formula introduced in 
the very title of his well- know article. The emancipated spectator is someone who is willing to be involved in the story 
unfolding on the stage. For this reason she/he is abandoning the comfort provided by the auditorium and enters the 
performance space, goes directly towards the story in real time and joins the performers. The emancipated spectator is 
living, understanding and developing the performance by means of bringing her or his own experience of life. 
Keywords: performance, participatory theatre, audience, emancipated spectator. 



Andreea JICMAN  
Theater Games in the Education of Children of Different Ages 
 

Abstract: The author describes the use of theatre games in the context of the Theatre Pedagogy Master’s programme 
of UNATC „I.L. Caragiale” Bucures ̧ti organizing a demonstrative workshop on the 9 and 10th of April 2016. The 
game is an instrument that can be used to discover and to develop the human being. Its utility has been proven by the 
work of various theatre pedagogues, such as Viola Spolin. Both child and adult learn by doing, which is the reason 
why the game is so needed: it completes the learning activity. 
Keywords: education, theatre pedagogy, acting techniques, theatre games, play, creativity, spontaneity, different 
ages, focusing attention, concentration, rhythm, imagination. 
 
 
Romina BOLDAŞU  
The Art of Theatre in Education 
 

Abstract: The article summarizes the experience that the student Romina Boldas ̧u had, developing some workshops in 
the conference Theatre in Education. It is outlined the importance of using theatrical tools in the teaching process in 
primary school and high-school as well as what could be the impact of it. It is analyzed the role that the drama 
pedagogue is playing in the educational environment and what should be one’s skills in order to have good results. 
Keywords: education, skills, drama, method, development. 
 
 
Alma CĂLDARE  
Theatre Workshop - space for the manifestation of individual freedom 
 

Abstract: Theatrical techniques employed in education complement the classical method, which treats the student’s 
cognitive development through both their social advancement and their emotional intelligence advancement. 
Therefore, the study of theory paired with activities which stimulate emotional intelligence, vital for adjusting in an 
increasingly competitive society with growingly varied requirements, would increase efficiency without loss of time 
and effort. The classical scholastic vision of group pedagogy often overlooks the individual, each student’s particular 
personality and work rhythm being disregarded in favor of concrete results quantified through marks and scores. 
Theatre techniques propose to offer a basis of understanding and the opportunity for personal development taking into 
account individual skills, preferences and needs. Following this method, the student will learn in a pleasant way, 
having the personal freedom to explore and create. 
Keywords: emotional intelligence, theatrical techniques, method, opportunity, exploration, personal freedom, artistic 
activities, social advancement. 
 
 
Adelina DOBREA  
Personal Development Through Theatre Techniques 
 

Abstract: The author details the use of theatrical methods in education. The theatre gamesare the main instrument 
she works with. Through game, children discover the world and themselves. The game helps us to evolve, to discover 
things about ourselves that we weren’t aware of and, especially, it helps us to develop important and necessary 
abilities, such as: attention, how to focus our attention on certain elements, memory, creativity, expression, 
imagination etc. 
Keywords: education, theatre pedagogy, acting techniques, theatre games, play, development, method, self-
knowledge. 
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Diana CUPŞA  
The New Drama in South Africa 
 

Abstract: This work was only made possible through the constructive support that I received from several South 
African theatre professionals – prominent artists that I was privileged to collaborate with for more than 8 years. 
Furthermore, the essence of this article is somewhat gauged by the direct experiences that I had during those years of 
political and social transition that followed the abolition of the apartheid in the first half of 1994. I witnessed those 
events first-hand as I took my art onto South African stages and universities. During the last two decades the 
profound social and cultural changes that took place not only in South Africa but also throughout the world have 
questioned the validity of many historical concepts and theories which resulted in the need for revising them in order 
to gain universal acceptance. In the South African case this led to a drive towards rediscovering of lost historical 
documents as well as the discovery of new ones – which essentially is a redefinition of historical principles. The 
fundamental goal was to discover valuable documents within the artistic heritage from, before and during the colonial 
era, heritage that was largely ignored, rejected or undervalued by the historians and the scholars of those times, as well 
as accepting their historical value and authenticity. Current theatre critique tendencies, which developed mostly in the 
last decade or so, favor a revisionary vision, as a direct result of the recent social, political and economic progressions, 
while abolishing the eurocentrist directions of the distant past. 
Keywords: South African theatre, South African universities, South African theatre history, stage design. 
 
 
Svetlana TÂRŢĂU  
New Themes and Original Ideas in Italian Drama (60s-70s) 
 

Abstract: The article contains an analysis of dramaturgy during the period of 60-80's of XX century and highlights 
on essential ideas and subjects approached by Italian authors: from Pirandello’s successors and epigones of bourgeois 
theater, to a new taking off group of play-writers, hard to put them under the same label. Patroni Griffi finds themes 
and transforms them into explosive parabolas, Aldo Nicolay – searching for balance between themes and variety of 
styles, Massimo Dursi pays special attention towards characters and historic-mystical subjects, Giovanni Testori 
places himself in a Pirandello frame of themes, but trying to get out of it, Natalia Ginsbourg- an author of classical 
harshness, showing well delimited dramatic technique, and Roberto Lerice – interested of small bourgeois couple, 
crisis of values, of character acquiring the dimension of loneliness, fear and horror. The authors of article comes to the 
conclusion that in this period a new drama quick evolution is noticed, that the Italian playwriters are engaged to bring 
on stage a reality in transformation (social, political and moral) and themes and ideas are presenting a crisis of values 
of consumerist society.  
Keywords: dramaturgy, themes and original ideas, styles, characters, experimental theater, moral and physiological 
aspects.  
 
 
Anca ILIESE  
„Concept Method” - applications in pre-university theatre pedagogy 
 

Abstract: The method of The Concept developed by Professor Ion Cojar starts from the statement of the Romanian 
philosopher Stephane Lupasco: „The concept is the essential fabric of the soul”. The great acting Professor Ion Cojar 
considers that, assumed by the actor, „the concept is the founding principle of the new person”. By bringing into 
present, on stage, one of the unknown, but possible, SELVES appears the genuine character, authentically. Also, the 
actor becomes self-aware, empathetic, good communicator, holder of a set of attitudes and skills (in accordance with its 
concept) that is able to use in various everyday situations.  
Keywords: the art of acting, acting method, Concept exercise, acting principles, unity in diversity, theatre pedagogy.  
 
 
Romina BOLDAŞU  
The Role of Affective Memory in the Stage Process  
 

Abstract: The author analyzes the importance of the emotional memory in the performance devising process and 
brings many arguments collected from her practical experience and from the written research and work of some of the 
greatest theater practitioners and masters. Because the actor, in his bio-psycho- social unit has no other gadgets in his 
creative development than his body, spirit and education, he has to pay a great deal of attention to each of them. In this 



complex, the actor`s psyche, its inner universe that it is both complex and paradoxical is a source for the creative panel 
and a motor for action. Emotional memory plays, thus, a decisive part in the stage development of an actor.  
Keywords: education, theatre pedagogy, acting techniques, actor, memory, feelings, imagination.  
 
 
Andreea JICMAN  
Inhibitions of Creativity 
 

Abstract: The author discusses the importance of creativity in the art of acting, detailing the types and forms under 
which it is analyzed by the field of psychology. Considered to be an ability specific to the labour of artistic creation, 
creativity needs to be developed since childhood, which is impossible to achieve in the presence of certain blocks caused 
by various circumstances. This paper points out the ways in which inhibition may manifest itself, as well as ways 
through which it can be fought against.  
Keywords: education, theatre pedagogy, acting techniques, actor, creativity, spontaneity, block, conformism, novelty.  
 
 
Georgeta ANTONIU  
The Contribution of Theatre Techniques to the Emotional Balance of Children 
 

Abstract: The article describes and analyzes the change that must occur in children’s education in the XXI century, 
the importance of children’s emotional balance through theatre techniques and the emproved use of EQ. Removing 
violence from children’s lives, removing multiple fears and false competition, their self-esteem increases a lot. Theatre 
games and puppetry exercises are a great way to emotionally balance the children. 
Keywords: EQ/IQ, emotional balance, self-esteem, theatre games, puppetry exercises, improvisation, theatre, 
pedagogy. 
 
 
Laura-Alexandra VOICU  
Contemporary Chaos and the Educational Role of Theatre  
 

Abstract: The contemporary society is governed by chaos. This fact is easy to be seen by taking a look at the influence 
of mass-media. Unfortunately mass-media is not only mirroring the society. This educative instrument begun to form 
„new ways of thinking” that doesn’t seem to lead the individual in any direction. I do believe that, in this moment, the 
actor should be aware that he has a great responsibility of reforming through his art the contemporary society.  
Keywords: emotional balance, theatre games, self-esteem, improvisation, theatre, pedagogy. 
 
 
Mihaela BEȚIU 
Vocational	Pre-university	Education	Today	
 

Abstract: In 2015, the educational landscape, in general, the Theatre and Performing Arts field, in particular, is still 
a Cinderella for our political system. The situation is unjust, even absurd. All around the world, the Arts are gaining 
ground by the day because, along with psychology and pedagogy, theatre has therapeutic values and, moreover, 
through specific techniques of various arts, learning is more thorough and also more enjoyable. The list of different 
capabilities developed by the use of theatrical techniques is long and the author enumerates only the most important – 
memory, concentration, communication, perception, intuition and imagination, creativity, the ability to manage time 
effectively, abilities of organization and planning, teamwork, leadership, motivation, initiative, flexibility, dynamism, 
enthusiasm... and many other aspects that will determine the young experimenting in a theatre laboratory to a faster 
social and professional immersion, improved adaptability and happy adult life. 
Keywords: theatre, pedagogy, high school cooperation, education for the third millennium, theatre classes, skills, 
capabilities, education for theatre techniques. 
 
 
Mariana GHIŢULESCU  
The Utility of the Actor's Art in Vocational Pre-university Education  
 

Abstract: The role of arts education in life skills training for young people in the XXI century has been widely 
recognized at European level. The European Commission proposed a European Agenda for Culture, which was 
approved by the European Union in 2007. This Agenda is aware of the value of arts education in developing 
creativity. Moreover, the EU strategic framework for cooperation in education and training in the next decade clearly 



emphasizes the importance of transversal key competences, including cultural awareness and creativity. Meanwhile, 
the 2009 European Parliament resolution on Artistic Studies in the European Union is considering key 
recommendations for the development of artistic education and calls for greater coordination of arts education at 
European level.  
Keywords: general education, artistic education, theatre techniques, early education, theatre pedagogy, theatre 
games, cognitive development.  
 
 
Nicoleta BRÂNZIA  
The Team's Relation and Influence on School Performance 
 

Abstract: The article „The Relation and the Influence of Group Work in the academic excellency” is aimig to show 
one of the most important benefits of theatre training through artistic classes in the Romanian high schools. The 
teacher, through his pedagogical skills and capabilities, can significantly contribute to maximizing the effects of 
educational and psychosocial climate of specialized practical and theoretical classes. The general atmosphere in the 
class determines the success of the training through acting techniques, practicing the learning skills, cognitive skills 
and capabilities of the teenage students.  
Keywords: theatre pedagogy, acting in high school, theatre techniques, relationship, cooperation, emotional ambience, 
freedom of expression, creativity.  
 
 
Daniela-Lăcrămioara ENACHE-NISTOR  
Pre-university Theatre Education - from the emotional sphere to the intellect  
 

Abstract: The need for artistic education has often been questioned. Fortunately we found sufficient reasons for the 
Acting Departments in high schools to continue their existence. Moreover, the benefits of theater education have been 
demonstrated repeatedly and UNATC, through it’s leaders in theatre pedagogy training, wants to introduce optional 
classes of theater in mass education.  
Keywords: theatre education, theater games, creativity, imagination, spontaneity, IQ/EQ, emotional development.  
 
 
Zane JARCU  
The Performance, an Alternative in School Training 
 

Abstract: Theater for children and teenagers offers an operational system applicable in the educational process in 
secondary education, which can become an alternative school training. The style of a show that addresses the need of 
adolescents is marked by the organic blending of visuals, sounds and words. This intertwining of the verb with music 
and dancing, are prerequisites for entering into the consciousness of young spectator spectacular message. The style of 
a performance that addresses the need of adolescents is marked by the organic blending of visuals, sound and words.  
Keywords: theatre education, theater techniques, performance with teenage actors, performance of teenage students, 
artistic style, syncretism.  
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Nicolae MANDEA  
The Man of Theatre and the Pedagogy of His Own Art 
 

Abstract: The article „The Theatre Professional and The Pedagogy of His Art” is a document of interest for 
everybody involved in theatre and theatre pedagogy, because it settles the most important principles regarding theatre 
pedagogy nowadays, especially in Romania. Nicolae Mandea, an experienced Professor in the problems of Theatre 
in Education, community theatre, discusses the main principles in the artistic education: the position of Theatre 
education into the curriculum, talks about the fact that theatre and dance emphasise relation, that the two keywords in 
theatrical pedagogy must be Game and Reality, not imitation. He also approaches the two-way problem of the training 
through theatre workshops and theatre performances and states the fact that the new total artist is the one capable of 
practicing (acting, directing, choreography, puppetry and so on) and also teach his art, both for children and adults.  
Keywords: theatre professional, theatre education, theatrical pedagogy, education for life, games, theatre games, 
reality, total artist, theatre practitioner, theatre pedagogue.  
 
 
Paul CHIRIBUŢĂ  
School and Theatre Towards a Possible and Desired Reconciliation 
 

Abstract: During the period when a student’s personality is structured, theatrical training techniques can be used to 
facilitate self-control, to manage the relationship between exterior and interior turmoil to have a minimal guidance in 
dealing with others. From that perspective, theatre’s purpose in school is not to give „shows”, but to discover the 
meaning and consistency of a gesture associated with a certain intention, to help the student to take conscious 
possession of his own body and voice, both physical and interior. Theater  practice highlights the difference between 
people and that enriches the group and enhances personal values. It’s proven theatre classes led to positive results in 
the daily work of students in the classrooms. In building relationships with others, theatrical practice could make an 
important contribution, revealing to them the value of the words, gestures and the consciousness of their effects. I 
could say that theater is the most eloquent expression of popular education, a pedagogical way of structuring itself 
within a community. Theatre gives us a chance to come back to reality much more prepared, after having experienced 
its dramatic intensity. Theatre means focusing life in more vivid colors as in reality.  
Keywords: theatre in education, arts education curriculum, theatre – optional subject, popular education, 
performance/awareness, theatre techniques, personality development, emotions,body awareness, voice awareness, 
improving human relationships, dealing with reality.  
 
 
Sylvia ROTTER  
Theater as Education for Life 
 

Abstract: The article of famous pedagogue Mrs. Sylvia Rotter, the founder of The Viennese Children Theatre that 
started her specific theatre training in Romania from 2008, is approaching the main themes of the National 
Conference of Theatre Techniques: the importance of theatre training, the specifics of theatrical pedagogy as education 
for life, as the way to improve theoretical thinking, logical thinking, through rhythm games, balance games, songs, 
counting games and so on. Her support in introducing drama classes in Romanian schools is essential and UNATC is 
striving for the same objectives. 
Keywords: education for life, awareness, theatre techniques, theatrical pedagogy, theatre games, verbal memory, 
bodily awareness, logical thinking, The Viennese Children Theatre. 
 
 
Mihaela BEŢIU  
Theatre Education - Social Chance in the Context of the Global Underfunding of Art 
 

Abstract: The author proposes widespread use of drama techniques in education. Theater is a social opportunity	 in 
the context of globalization, when education must be reformed, viewed holistically. The use of theatre techniques 
brings huge social and individual benefits, dealing with education, prevention, recovery. On the other hand, in the 
context of global art underfunding and given the high rate of unemployment among actors, it is advisable to head 
towards theatre pedagogy, towards community theatre. 
Keywords: theatre financial crisis, globalization effects, holistic education, education for life, education for 
cooperation, education for the third millennium, theatre techniques, social theatre – social chance.  



Anca ILIESE  
Theatre as an Instrument of Connection to Reality 
 

Abstract: Great thinkers of our age – C. Levi-Stauss, G. Durand, M. Eliade, E. Morin – consider that our society 
lost its global experience and the accurate perception of one individual concerning the other. Our society is based 
upon writing, the technology-processed image, falsification, upon the image created as a weapon/tool, upon 
performance and staging as setting up. The theater does not have for bringing to the estranged world techniques to 
take it further on the path of alienation, by serving its petty and superficial purposes. Part of the human civilization’s 
millenary cultural background, theater brings along the precious consciousness of unity, of human identity – 
asserting itself, as tradition requires, as a path towards MAN, thus becoming a rescuing tool of connection to reality. 
The student-actor learns primarily how to get connected to reality in the paradigm of authenticity – contrary to the 
general prejudice about „playing a part”.  
Keywords: theatre in education, arts education curriculum, theatre – optional subject, identity, authenticity.  
 
 
Crenguţa-Lăcrămioara OPREA  
Why Is It Necessary to Introduce Theatre in Schools?  
 

Abstract: The essence of the learning process consists of emotional involvement that complements intellectual. T o 
ensure a thorough learning, the individual uses all resources: senses, emotions, intellect. Learning through theater is 
the most important way to give children many possibilities for development, learning to focus, interact and cooperate, 
to express themselves emotionally, artistically, using their creativity and imagination. Thus, they can learn and 
practice different types of body expression, while develop self-awareness and attention. The theater-class teaches 
children how to express themselves in a positive way. It is necessary to give children time and proper space to play and 
develop themselves in a cheerful atmosphere, full of fun, movement, to exchange their ideas and activate their senses. 
Events 
Keywords: education, enthusiasm, theatre in education, arts education curriculum, theatre – optional subject, games, 
emotions, teaching and learning. 
 
 
Diana CSORBA  
Learning Opportunities Offered by Theatre for Exploring the History of Education  
 

Abstract: The paper summarizes the main arguments for which the education history accomplishes by exploiting the 
theater techniques. We wanted to illustrate how the transfer of identity using the empathic support, in a dramatic 
scenario, enable better comprehension of the educational phenomenon, in time perspective. Case study: „Theater 
Workshop for Rehabilitation of Education History” offered unique learning opportunities, with an undeniable 
formative-educational impact. Beyond the significance deciphered, theater, viewed as an alternative perspective of 
achieving the teaching, generates and maintains the process of formation of attitudes and strong beliefs. The universe 
of contemporary education appeared more clear and the practice of creative-critical thinking strategies paved the way 
for renewed pedagogical reflections on the fate of education in the world today and tomorrow. 
Keywords: theatre workshop, dramatic scenario, identity transfer, education history. 
 
 
Otilia HUZUM  
Theatre – A Road for Everyone 
 

Abstract: The finality is important only to the extent that we are aware of all the different stages which contributed to 
the positive result. The accident does not bring balance for the performer in relation to his final artistic product. 
Which is why learning and training is a decisive factor in evolution. The theater was and remains a landmark for the 
whole society, and proves itself useful not only on stage, but also in the intellectual, affective and emotional 
development of the person. The depths provided by an actor’ s interpretation have connotation and are an important 
reference for daily life. This is why man feels increasingly drawn to the dramatic arts nowadays. In a society in search 
for identity, it’s important to implement theatre classes for children, because theatre techniques are serving and 
perfecting a generation. 
Keywords: theatre in education, arts education curriculum, theatre – optional subject, theatre techniques, theatre 
games, improvisation, personal development. 
 
 
 



Ioana MOLDOVAN  
Lobby for Theatre 
 

Abstract: In Romanian territories, theater was part of the subjects that young aristocrats were learning in 
institutions called Academia and directly supervised by the ruler of the territories. California (USA) has a tradition 
on more then 100 years of high school teams competing against each other using Shakespeare plays. These theater 
competitions launched the careers of renowned Hollywood actors as: Kevin Spacey, Val Kilmer, Cuba Gooding jr, 
Richard Dreyfuss. In France, high schools study Theater since 1975 and this program is responsable of educating 
amaizing generations of audiences.  
Keywords: theatreeducation, imagination, George Banu, Kevin Spacy, Jaron Lanier. 
 
 
Thomas CIOCŞIRESCU  
Connections Between Learning and Theatre-Educational Applications for Children 
 

Abstact: Considering that the pillar of education is the learning process, in this paper, the author examines the 
relationships between: education, learning and theatre in educational activities. The paper is specifically focusing on 
perceptual learning, verbal learning and social and emotional learning, used frecvetly in theatre and in educational 
theatre activities.  
Keywords: theatre in education, arts education curriculum, theatre – optional subject, theater with children, 
learning, perceptual learning, verbal learning, social and emotional learning.  
 
 
Mihaela MICHAILOV  
"Offline Family". Educational and Participatory Theatre 
 

Abstract: Mihaela Michailov’s intervention during the Conference of Theatrical T echniques in Education focuses on 
the methodology and practices that were used for the creation of „Family Offline”. The performance is based on a play 
written by Mihaela Michailov, directed by Radu Apostol, which was staged at The Little Theatre in Bucharest and 
talks about the situation of children left alone at home or in someone’s care as a result of parents’ labor migration. The 
show is part of a larger Project of educational theatre – Children of Migration.  
Keywords: educational theatre, drama in education, participatory theatre, theatre techniques.  
 
 
Mihai LUNGEANU  
Education Through Theatre Techniques - Radio Theatre  
 

Abstract: The Romanian Director of The National Radio Drama, Mihai Lungeanu, lectured in The National 
Conference about the importance of audio theatre in the education of young generations. Through voice awareness, 
children gain self awareness and responsibility. Also, it will be very important that, after the implement of optional 
theatre classes, to train teachers in theatre pedagogy.  
Keywords: radio drama/audio drama/audio theatre, art form, The National Radio Drama from Romania, theatre – 
optional subject, theatre techniques, voice awareness, microphone, speech defects, proper articulation.  
 
 
Elena FÂNTÂNERU  
Theatre for Children and Adolescents 
Abstract: The author highlights the importance of theatre in the education of children from two main perspectives: on 
one hand, theatre encourages relationships and social communication, on the other hand, it brings individual 
discipline („If you tell someone, on stage, «I hate you!» ten times, eventually you will end up loving him.”). The autor 
is also advocating for the specialization of those who might be interested to teach theatre. 
Keywords: theatre education, theatre pedagogy, theatre troupes for children and teenagers. 
 
 
Ana-Maria NISTOR  
Salon of the Refused. The Interwar and Current Independent Theatre. Comparative Study 
 

Abstract: After 70 years, independent Romanian theater seems to resume and continue what it’s been started in the 
period between the two world wars. The private theatres start as an alternative to already institutionalized theatres 



and often fail in the struggle for the immediately gain, because independence is expensive at any time. What makes 
them resemble? What distinguishes them?And... where they are heading to? 
Keywords: interwar period, theatre crisis, private theatres, original playwriting, audience, theatre director, theatre 
repertoires, star, success. 
 
Irina IONESCU 
Recognizing Values, Taking Responsibility and Much More  
 

Abstract: Irina Ionescu’s study is centred on cultural/drama/performing arts management and marketing classes in 
drama/performing arts universities/departments around Romania. Irina has interviewed six of the main 
important professors and lectures in the universities of Bucharest, Sibiu, Cluj, Craiova, Ias ̧i and Târgu-Mures ̧ to find 
out how are taught these disciplines. The main points of the discussion cover: the objectives of these classes, what 
activities are taking place, what practical elements are incorporated, in what ways are the students assessed for their 
grades, but also for their future careers (personal qualities), what case studies are presented, the bibliography 
recommended, how the programs are improved from one year to another, and what the students effectively do after 
they graduate, where they find a job in the field etc.  
Keywords: education, drama/performing arts, management, marketing, assessment.  
 
 
Svetlana TÂRŢĂU  
Pirandellism and Eduardism: Two Different Poetics? 
 

Abstract: The author brings out observations about Pirandello’s influence on Eduardo De Filippo’s works, using 
such terms as pirandellism and eduardism, both theatrical poetics that appeared in the Italian theater of the twentieth 
century. In order to see the similarities and differences between them, the author analyzed the comedies by Eduardo 
De Filippo „Questi fantasmi” and „La grande magia”. In the writings of Giorgio Pullini we find out that Eduardo 
was influenced by Pirandello, but from pirandellian dialectics, in the works of Eduardo we find invented dialogues. 
However, the subject- matter is built in a different way, it is further developed, it is closer to the present than to the 
one of contradictions between the human essence and people’s knowledge of reality. Eduardo’s drama is not based on 
the impossibility to find a common language between two realities that have lost logical links, but in the lack of 
possibilities to find common trust between two realities that have lost their moral relations. 
Keywords: pirandellism, eduardism, theatrical language, communication, illusion, reality. 
 
 
Catinca DRĂGĂNESCU  
A Fundamental Generation: Penciulescu, Esrig, Moisescu 
 

Abstract: The paper – „A Fundamental Generation” presents the artistic experiences of three of the most important 
Romanian theatre directors in the second part of the twentieth century: Radu Penciulescu, David Esrig and Valeriu 
Moisescu. What they all have in common, besides being part of the same golden generation of artists, is their special 
interest in exploring aesthetics that changed the face of Romanian theatre and combining the artistic activity with a 
very meaningfull teaching activity. From the point of view of career choices they all have been influenced by the 
political and artistic environment of the Romanian society before 1989, each responding in a specific manner to the 
ideological dictatorial requirements of the Communist East. The paper tries to convey these choices and  experiences 
into career models that may serve as starting points for young artists nowadays.  
Keywords: theatre, aestethics, the golden generation, teaching activity, method, model.  
 
 
Ruxandra Vera ŞTEFAN  
The Routine of the Inevitable. A Recurring Theme in the Work of Samuel Beckett 
 

Abstract: As Samuel Beckett suggests in his plays, the inner and outer world of every human being is made up of 
dissatisfaction, guilt and infirmity. The routine of the unavoidable is a force against which his characters cannot stand 
up. In the way they act, there is neither rebellion nor faith, but mere resignation, thinly veiled by a thread of hope. 
Everything is lost, but nothing actually ends. The time is running in circles, yet it seems to stand still. There’s simply 
no way backwards or forward. Through such irreconcilable contradictions, Beckett illustrates the feeling of being 
alienated from the realm of God and denied any mystical consolation. „Nothing to be done”.  
Keywords: Beckett, theatre of the absurd, body, absence, nothingness, existentialism.  
 
 



Adriana FULGA  
Beyond Representation. A figurative Analysis of the Theatre of the Absurd. "What Beautiful Days" by 
Samuel Beckett 
 

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to analyze one of Samuel Beckett’s plays from a figural and figurative 
perspective, emphasizing the importance of sensation and the necessity to abandon any rational logic in the reception 
of the „theatre of the absurd”. The article discusses some of the features linked to the concept of „figural”, underlining 
their presence in Beckett’s Happy Days. It also addresses the manner in which the images created by the author - look 
at - and - point at - the reader/spectator at the same time, having an extraordinary impact on their 
sensitivity. Beckett’s purpose is to capture the meaning that comes to life at the borderline between what is figured (i.e. 
expressed by means of figures) in the text and what is figurable – that is, what is meant to be expressed in figures, but 
goes beyond the realm of expression, remaining sheer mystery and ineffability.  
Keywords: theatre of the absurd, Samuel Beckett, „Happy Days”, figurative, figural.  
 
 
Simona BARLABOI  
Unconventional Space - Possible meeting with the Theatre  
 

Abstract: As the essence of the theatrical experience, the space implies openness and restriction at the same time. 
Nowadays, theatre can exist in all settings: on the street, in parks, in old disused factories, in pubs, malls, schools, 
hospitals, shelters, bookstores, subway stations and so on. Such unconventional spaces, through their own charm, can 
facilitate the access to the culture for a wide category of audiences.  
Keywords: theatrical space, actor, social character, audience, Masca Theatre, street theatre.  
 
 
Ruxandra Vera ŞTEFAN  
Theatre space - Magic and Balance. A Study of the Performances of Director Yuri Kordonsky 
 

Abstract: The stage universe created by the director Yuri Kordonsky is a fascinating one, turning visual elements 
into a harmonious moving painting. In collaboration with stage designers like Nina Brumus ̧ila ̆, Dragos ̧ Buhagiar and 
Mihai Ma ̆descu, Kordonsky has succeeded in creating vivid images that somehow suggest the landscape in which he 
grew up: the Black Sea, its wild shores, a camp fire on the white sand, rebellious trees – a sense of completely strange, 
but captivating beauty. Therefore, the set of his shows becomes a character in and of itself. That’s why Kordonsky’s 
style is based on stage magic and visual balance, the key ingredients in any theatrical experience. 
Keywords: stage, director, set designer, Yuri Kordonsky, visual memory, spectator, magic space, metamorphosis. 
 
 
Raluca IANEGIC  
Body and Dance at the Beginning of the Third Millennium. Part I  
 

Abstract: This research aims to analyze the ways in which artistic branches influenced the birth of such diverse 
trends in modern dance area; even nowadays, other arts continue to offer to dance materials to relate to. The dancing 
body is seen in a very rich cultural and artistic context; we intend to identify the moments that were most influential. 
We observe those moments when the dance was able to influence artistic guidance in other areas. Punctually, we 
emphasise the choreographic performance components that have captured new proposals and the contemporary dance 
performance data which sparked the attention of other artists.  
Keywords: decentralization, innovative, re-territorialisation, codes.  
 
 
Napoleon HELMIS  
Methods of Choice of Distribution. Introduction to the Art of Film Casting 
 

Abstract: The article Casting Methods, signed by Napoleon Helmis, one of the most important Romanian film 
directors, is talking about the set of information necessary for a director to make the classic and professional casting. 
Keywords: casting call, casting methods, actor, film director, choice. 
 
 
 
 
 



Victor MIHĂILESCU  
Competences, Attitudes, Values in Theatre Education 
 

Abstract: Based on this year pre-university theater education tenurial examination subject, the article aims to 
examine whether there is any connection between exercising some skills and the development of attitudes which will 
base the values that an art-high school student who studies acting must own. The interest is to answer at such a 
question considering also some transdisciplinary aspects, given the fact that studying theater is a vocational 
component in the rigorous and distinctive context of pre-university education. The purpose is both improving the 
overall educational experience and strengthening theater education at pre- university level. 
Keywords: theatre in education, arts education curriculum, theatre – optional subject, program, skills, curriculum, 
values, transdisciplinarity, pedagogy. 
 
 
Adrian BULIGA  
The Actor and the Sound Space 
 

Abstract: The study of the sound effect has a very important role in terms of conceptual. If the image has undergone 
radical developments, film music and performance went in tandem with the spectacular line that went along dramatic 
attempts in time. The soundtrack is a very important factor in creating adjuvant desired atmosphere. Sound 
poetic function is closely related to the atmosphere, by allusion, and its indirect significance. The language provided 
by the sound develops parallel messages near those provided by the text, sound and image associations produce an 
effect, a probable conclusion. In choosing a track soundtrack is important to consider the following issues: how the 
character is perceived regarding the sound level by the public, what the character hears, how does a non-literal audio 
effect characterize the character? These questions draws distinctions between objective and subjective perspectives that 
sound has in theater. Creativity on sound support makes it helpful, an informational and emotional support for the 
actor, director and audience.  
Keywords: soundtrack, film music, atmosphere, audio effect.  
 
 
Laura VOICU  
Stage Speech and the Visibility of Inner Action 
 

Abstract: This article underlines the importance of stage speaking in the actor`s creative work. It is a fact that the 
voice is part of the quartet voice-body-intellect-emotion of the actor and it has to be developed as much as the rest of 
the instruments, in order to work in his favor. In the creative process, the actor has to discover his character`s voice, 
his way of speaking or phrasing, tone using. But, most of all, the actor has to understand the mental path of the 
character – his way of thinking, closely followed by the way he communicates himself. So this article does not sustain 
the vocal virtuosity for the sake of it, but as a completion of the acting technique. 
Keywords: acting, voice training, vocal technique, character, actor, communication, artistic pause, breathing, rhythm 
variations, intensity variations, register variations, speaking defects. 
 
 
Victor Ivan ESPIRITU SANTO  
From Mexico to Romania - An unparalleled experience 
 

Abstract: The article „From Mexico to Romania – un experience unmatched. A long journey towards my future as 
an actor” is the interesting story of an Erasmus student form Mexico that came to Romania four years ago. After one 
year of preparation in Pites ̧ti, where he studied our language and culture, he was admitted to UNATC „I.L. 
Caragiale” Bucharest, at the acting class coordinated by Professor PhD Doru Ana. In the second year, Victor Espiritu 
Santo studied at The Escuela Superior de Arte Dramático de Castilla y Leo ́n from the Spanish town of Valladolid and, 
in the third, he returned to Romania and acted in two graduation performances.  
Keywords: acting studies, Erasmus student, multicultural experience. 


